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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS

The NEW

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER!!!
The NEWSPAPER of the hobby!



MINIATURE FIGURINES imv,
28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON S02 OPA WESTEND
Catalogue 25p (overseas 30p) (04218) 4651

THE BEST NAME IN WARGA ME FIGURES

NOTE. NEW 1974 PRICES 25 mm. FOOT 7p., RIDER 8p., HORSE lOp.

ALL OUR PB RANGE ANCIENTS ARE NOW RE-SPEARED/JAVELINED AS BELOW

^SOME PB. RANGE OF ANCIENTS 25 mm. ̂

i

, it .

* USA CATALOGUE $1.25 ★

★ AMERICAN WARGAMERS CONTACT ★

MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED INC.
BOX P, PINE PLAINS, NEW YORK 12567 Tel: 914-398 5166



WUR INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

NEW CAR KITS

Riko Veteran Car Kits

l/16th 1928 Lincoln £4.54
l/16th 1935 Morgan £2.91
A.M.T. l/25th Commercial

Peterbuilt Truck £3.63
LNT-8000 Ford Truck £2.72

Fruehauf Box Trailer £3.63
Kenworth W-925 Long Nose

£3.63

Fruehauf Ext Post Van £3.63
Ford C-900 Tractor £2.72
Diamond Reo Tractor £3.63

White Western Star £3.63
TrailmOblle/Allled Moving
Van £3.63

White Frelghtliner Dual drive
£3.63

Ford Snow Plough £4.54

l/43rd Commercial

Peterbuilt 359 Conventional
£2.18

Fruehauf Reefer £1.95
Kenworth Cabover £2.18

Fruehauf Ext Post Van £1.95

KITS WITH A DIFFERENCE

Leonardo da Vinci Inventions
Movable Crane £1.81
Steam Cannon £1.81
Self-propelled boat £1.81

RIKO

l/3rd Honda C8750 £6.36
l/6th Human Body with

transparent parts £1.81

BOAT KITS

Tamiya l/700th Waterline Ships
Tahagi Cruiser 86p
Tama Light Cruiser 95p
Heller l/400th Warships
Le Suffren, missile launcher

£2.0'"

Foch, Aircraft Carrier £3.63
Strasbourg, Battleship £3.63

l/400th Soviet ships
Lenin Ice Breaker £2.00

Aurora Cruiser £1.53

Merchant ships
Volontaire Deep Sea Trawler
l/200th £1.53

Seine, Fleet Refueller
l/400th £1.53

Avenle Modern Passenger
Ship £3.63

V.A.T.
Please add 10% to all
orders including cost of
postage and packing,
except books.
Post & Packing U.K.
Please add 10% to all
orders up to £5 (mini
mum lOp). Over £5
post free. C.O.D.

charge 45p.
Overseas Post and

Packing extra.

AIRCRAFT
KITS

AIRCRAFT

Tamiya l/48th scale
Naka Jima A6M2-N Type 2
(Rufe) £1.50

1/lOOth Jet Fighter
Sikorsky CH-54 Sky Crane

£1.0.

RIKO

l/32nd Jap Navy Type Trainer
Willow £2.86

l/48th Willow Trainer Biplane
£1.08

Japanese Navy Trainer
Type 93 Float Plane
Willow £3.4C

Italaerei l/72nd scale
Sotha GO 242/244 Transport

Glider or 2 engine with
Kubeiwagen £1.45

Delta l/72nd scale
Macchi Castoidi MC72 73p

Savoia Marchetti S.55X £1.81

MOTOR CYCLES

Protar l/19th scale

BMW 500 2-cyl. solo £3.50

GuzzI V7 750 special £4.05

Jawa Speedway £3.50

Norton 750 Commando £4.54

Gilera 500 4-cyl. Duke £3.50

Aerodecai N EW

21a F102A Delta Dagger
22a F106A/B Delta Dart

NEW AFV
KITS

Tamiya l/25th scale
R.C. Jagd Panther with

crew £7.73

Panther V with crew
£7.73

Tamiya l/35th scale
Sandbags - Barricade

sets or Jerricans
each 32p

U.S. M551 Sheridan
(2 motors R/C) £3.50

German Kettenkraftad
SD.KFZ2 with diecast
engine, trailer, crew

£1.09

Tamiya l/35th Military
Figures

4 German Infantry
Soldiers 52p

3 British Infantry
Soldiers >2^

4 German Afrika
Korps 32p

4 German Army Officers
32p

4 U.S. Army Infantry
32p

Riko l/48th scale
German Marder Tank

£1.02

ITALAEREI KITS

PzKpfz 38 (T) £1.45

Self-propelled M40 gun
fil.45

THE ULTIMATE IN KITS
THE ELEPHANT 88mm AT GUN Model 43/2
TANK DESTROYER TIGER (P) Scale l/16th by IMAI
Full Machined brass gears — turned gun barrel — cast metal tracks

turned aluminium dual bearings with cast and machined suspension and
torsion bars — cast metal drive sprockets and free wheels — Turret
and Hull in plastic. This kit can, if desired, be radio controlled, radio
control equipment not included.

Price of Kit £120 plus VAT
Three ways to obtain this Kit
1. Cash less extra 5% discount.
2. Pay £10 Deposit for this fabulous kit which will be reserved for you

on receipt of your deposit. Then pay the balance off to suit yourseil
over the next 12 months. The kit will be sent to you on completion
of your payments.

3  Pay £82 DOWN and the balance by 8 monthly payments on Easy
Terms of £7.50. (The kit will be sent on receipt of deposit and
completed Credit Forms.)

REVELL l/72nd A20C
HAVOC 50p

TAMIYA l/35th - Sand Bags
Jerry Cans - Barricade

GAKKEN HONDA CB750
ENGINE l/3rd scale £6.36

MORGAN 1935 3-wheeler,
l/16th scale £2.91

LINCOLN 1928 Classic Car
series l/16th £4.54

BILLINGS Spn. Galleon £7.23
Fittings £7.00
Squadron/Signal Publication
WEAPONS No. 3. Waffen
SS in action £1.50

Ian Allan - Loss of the
Scharnhorst, A. J. Watts

£1.75

Salute to the Southern, C. J.
Allen £1.45

Almark — Flags 8c Banners of
the 3rd Reich, Paperback £<.

Hardback £3.25

OSPREY - Napoleon's
Marshals, Peter Young £3.95

WAR GAME RULES
Ancient 1000 BC to AD 1000. Now

in third edition 70p

1750-1850 for use with 20, 25 and
30mm figures, easily adapted for
121/2 and 15mm figures 50p

1925-1975 Infantry action. Based on
the infantry Platoon In action,
alternative scale for 54mm
figures each 50;

1925-1950 Armour/Infantry. Has pro
visions for all aspects of tactical
land action. For '20' figures and
models 85p

Reference Books

Armies of the Macedonian 8< Punic
Wars. Covers period
350-150 BC £1.30

Armies 8c Enemies of Imperial Rome
150BC-AD600 £1.75

B.M.W. NOW PRESENT A GREAT NEW MONTHLY
MAGAZINE FROM JAPAN

THE KOKU FAN
This magazine is for the Model Specialist and for the pure
Enthusiast, as most of it is written in Japanese, but — wait —
this is what the July issue contained:
24 pages of colour photographs. 220 black and white photo
pictures. One pull-out colour picture of McDonnell Phantom, size
19" X 10" (can be framed). One pull-out colour picture of Bf
109E, size 19" x 10" (can also be framed). One detailed line
drawing of Globemaster 19" x 10". One detailed line drawing of
Fokker E111 13" x 10". A total of 210 pages (six pages in full
English text).

Single copies £1.40 each post paid
Subscription; 12 copies £15.20 post paid — saving £1.60

TRADE ORDERS WELCOME. NOW AVAILABLE, OCTOBER,
NOVEMBER and DECEMBER ISSUES.

FOR APRIL DELIVERY - as promised to us
"•"AMIYA
1/12 Honda F.l. (no motor) £5.00
1/12 Datsun 240C £10.00
1/100 F 1050 Thunderchief 68p
1/25 Centurion Tank with interior detail £9.09
1/100 Boeing B520 Stratofortress £5.00
1/48 Mitsubishi J2M3 Raiden (Jack) £1.50
1/35 8 British 8th Army Infantry (Desert rats) 63p
1/35 8 German Artillery troops 63p
Japanese Kit — l/16th 1939 Jaguar SSlOO £4.36

BOOKS
Almark paperbacks, French Napoleonic Infantry,
Emir Bukhari

The American West, R. May 8c G. A. Embieton £2.00
Bellona
Military Vehicle Data No. 22 25p
Military Vehicle Prints No. 36 30p
Ansaldo, Semovante DA 105/25 Sturmgeshuetz
Arms 8< Armour Press
German Tanks of W.W.i i £4.75

PRICES

STATED

In this advertisement are

as accurate as possible as
we write same, but, prices
are rising so fast, we can
only supply from present
stock. New stock must,

regretfully, be at prices
current on delivery to us.

TAISHO
A white metal kit of a 12/13th Century
Japanese Commander approx. 6 in. high.
This is a superb model suitable for all
modellers. Illustrated In colour in the
September issue of 'Military Modelling'.

£9.00

HAND DRILLS
EXACTO battery-operated, com

plete with tools £3.50
EXPO transformer-operated (12v)

drill only £3.00

LIQU-A-PLATE
For use with spray guns. Badger,
etc., giving a GREAT NEW SILVER
METALLIC FINISH, very realistic,
it can be polished or left dull for

different metallic effects, after spray
ing and/or polishing the model can
be sealed with special sealer.

LIQU-A-PLATE

SEALER

70p per jar

70p per jar

ISOPON CLEAR
CAST KIT

Do your own casting
Kit £3.30

Spares
1/2 kilo Resin 8c

Hardener 6Dp

V2 kilo Isopcn mould
rubber 80p

1 packet Sea Horses 38p
1 packet Jewellery

findings 38p

HUMBROL BADGER AIR BRUSHES GUARDHOUSE FIGURES 54mm

Illustrated
is model
200

Humbrol Badger 200 Airbrush
set. Contents; 200 airbrush, air
line, power pack connector, 4
Jars, power pack, instruction
leaflet and guarantee £19.54

Humbroi Badger 250 Spray Gun.
Contents: 250 spray gun, air
line, power pack connector, 2
jars, instruction leaflet £5.05

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun
Set. Contents: 250 spray gun,
airline power pack connector, b
jars, power pack^ Instruction
leaflet £6.36

ACCESSORIES

MD IpSS' Portable Air
ConrtSressor with adaptor

£37.57

50-029 Tyre adaptor 84p
50-0052 Spare jar with

lid 19p
50-0241 Jar gaskets (3) 24p
50-200 Air regulator £2.96
50-004 On/off valve £1.12
50-001 6ft. air hose £1.69

10ft. air hose £2.16

100 XF Super fine line Air
brush with cup £23.00

100 IL Super fine line Air
brush with jar £23.00

2O0Z. propellant £1.00
12 oz. propellant 65p

THE ARMIES OF NAPOLEON

NAP 1 The Emperor Napoleon
NAP 2 Old Guard Officer
NAP 3 Old Guard Grenadier
NAP 4 Guardsman - Horse

Chasseurs

NAP 5 Hussar Trooper
(Elite Co.)

NAP 6 Light Infantry Officer

THE ARMIES OF
WELLINGTON

WEL 1 The Duke of Wellington
WEL 2 Line Infantry Officer
WEL 3 Line Infantry Private
WEL 4 Highland Officer
WEL 5 Highland Private
WEL 6 Light infantry Officer
WEL 7 Light Infantry Private
WEL 8 Rifle Brigade Officer
WEL 9 Rifle Brigade Private
WEL 10 Scots Greys Private

IN KIT FORM WITH FULL
ASSEMBLY AND PAINTING
GUIDE. EASY-TO-FOLLOW
KNIGHTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES

KN 1 The Black Prince
KN 2 The Dauphin of France
KN 3 Nobleman in armour 1400
KN 4 Knight in armour 1400
KN 5 Knight in armour 1415
KN 6 Knight in Transitional armour

1330
KN 7 Knight in Crecy armour 1346
KN 8 Knight in Italian armour 1465
KN 9 Knight in Gothic armour 1480
KN 10 Crusader In surcoat 1200
KN 11 Knight in Helm 1250
KN 12 Knight in Crested Helm 1285
KN 13 French Crossbowman

1340-1440
KN 14 French Foot Soldier 1340-1440
KN 15 Enalish Foot Soidleh

1340-1440

ALL 45p PER KIT

BMW MODELS, 327-329 Haydons Rd., Wimbledon, London, S.W.I9. Telex 928 374. 01-540 7333/4
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RM 201

NAVAL LUGER
Special version of George
Luger's classic design ^
features longer barrel 1
and long range rear sight.

£18.56

BRolsMHANDLE MAUSER%||9|
The first successful Ijjlje^
machine pistol ever •BIL
developed. Model shown was
made specially for the German army.

£33.75

RM300

COLT .45 GOVERNMENT AUTO

Rugged automatic
made famous by G. I.'s
in campaigns
throughout the world.

£16.31

TOD^'^ • j
Enclose large

addressed envelope
and 10p to cover

postage and administration

WESTERN

RM 400 CIVIL WAR NAVY COLT

This cap-and-ball revolver was

the most famous and widely-used side-

arm of both Union and Confederate

forces In the Civil War. £16.87

RM 103

BUNTLINE SPECIAL ^
Legendary long barrel arm of
Wyatt Earp. Limited production

presentation piece. 1 2" barrel.

£18.00

RM 100

COLT PEACEMAKER \B
Fast-draw, single-action
legendary arm of the Old
West. Fabled companion of Texas

Rangers. 4%'.' barrel,
eaa,. £14.58

yel1!ow boy
CARBINE

Superbly detailed copy of

the 1866 carbine. Brass frame,

without sliding dust cover on ^9
injection slot; spring fed Idading gate and fully

functioning lever, which feeds dummy brass

cartridge^. £38.25

Replica Models
■  rilKI I iri

Dept WN . 34 North Street

Hailsham . Sussex.

AUTOMATICS

RM205 i|
WALTHER PPK AUTO ^
Famous model from the

Second World War, and
still used by International
Security Agencies today. A
trim, compact double-action
automatic

Registered in England No. 992449
Registered office as above.

IRM 600 •
SCHMEISSER "MP40" ''■IVHMlB

I SUBMACHINE GUNI A perfect copy of the finest, most used
submachine gun of the Second World

I War, which really amazes the experts.
' J Authentic folding stock and detachable
I 32-round magazine, as used by crack
— Waffen SS and German paratroops. £50.62'

BROWNING HI-POWER \
Declared by many experts to
be one of the most reliable and
accurate of the 9mm automatics.
The Hl-Power's 13 shot magazine made WBP>
It popular with rnllltary men throughout
the world. £16.00

RM 902 FRENCH f*,,
SERVICE MODEL

A relatively lightweight
automatic favoured by the Vichy
French forces during WW II. This
popular automatic has an eight
round magazine and fires high
velocity 7.65 calibre ammunition. £14.50

RU^AN TOKAREV AUTO^^^^fl
This Russian automatic has a
calibre of 7.62, a magazine capacity
of 7 rounds, and a range of reputedly ^^^9
over one thousand yards. Used
extensively by Russian officers during WW II

NO LICENCE
REQUIRED



MICRO TANKS 1/300 SCALE

Crusader Tank

Matilda Tank
Valentine Tank
Churchill Tank
Cromwell Tank
Humber Armoured Car

25 pdr. Gun (Firing)
25 pdr. Gun (Limbered)
17 pdr. Gun (Firing)
6 pdr. Gun (Firing)
Daimler Scout Car

Scorpion Flail
Centaur A.R.V.

Austin Bowser
Bedford 3 ton Truck

British A9 Tank
Vickers Light Tank
White Scout Car
2 pdr. Gun (Firing)
Quad Truck

AMERICAN

Grant Tank
Sherman Tank

Stuart Tank
MS Halftrack

j ton Jeep
155 mm. Howitzer

Chev 30-cwt. Truck

M13/40 Tank
Sermovente 75/18
Autoblinda Armoured
Car

Bishop S.P. Gun
tiofors Quad
Daimler Armoured Car
Harrington Armoured Cat
Archer 17 pds. S.P. Gun
A30 Challenger
A13 Cruiser
Bren Carrier
Scammeli Pioneer

Scammel Breakdown
Crane

Austin 3 ton Truck

Austin 30 cwt. Truck

A.E.C. Mk. I Armoured
Car

Morris 15 cwt. Radio
Truck

Morris 15 cwt. Bowser

Crusader III A.A.

Sherman Firefly
Chev. L.R.D.G. Truck

MID Tank Destroyer
MIS Tank Destroyer
D.U.K.W.

Mack 6x6 Truck

8p each

FRENCH

Char B1 Tank

ISHERMAN

British Chieftain Tank
French AMX 30 Truck
LCM Landing Craft
German Leopard Tank
Russian T54 Tank
Tank Transporter (W.W.II

British) fin
Centurion Mk, 13 '•'P
3.7 in. A.A. Gun each

PzKpfw. I tank
PzKpfw. II Tank
PzKpfw. Ill Tank
Pzpfw. IV Tank F2
Tiger I Tank
Tiger II Tank
Jagdtiger
Panther Tank
Jagdpanther
Stug. Ill Assault Gun
Elephant
PzKpfw. I 4.7 cm
Pak (t)

SdKfz. 7 (88 Tractor)
SdKfz. 251 Haiftreck
M/C Combination
Opel Blitz 3 ton Truck
Daimler Benz 3000L
Truck

PzKpfw. 38(t)
Sturmtiger
Opel Maultier Halftrack
SdKfz. 250
Daimler Benz Bowser
Marder III Pak 76.2 mm
Kubelwagen
PzKpfw IV Fl
Saurer Heavy Truck
SdKfz. 232 Armoured
Car

SdKfz. 234/2 (Puma)
8.8 cm Flak (Firing)

RUSSIAN
KVI Tank
T34/76 Tank
T34/85 Tank
KV2 Tank
SU 76 Assault Gun
MSB Anti-Tank Gun
JS 152 Assault Gun
BA-10M Armoured Car

8.8 cm Flak (Limbered)
5.0 cm Pak 38 (Firing)
SdKfz. 222 Armoured

Car
German Field Car

PzFH Wespe 105 mm.
S.p. Gun

Nashorn 88 mm. S.P.
Gun

Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Marder III
Jagdpanzer Hetzer
Sturmpanzer IV
SdKfz. 7 (Open top)
SiG33/150 mm. S.P.G.
38 (t)

Kettenkrad

37 mm. A.A. S.P.G.
SdKfz. 251/7 Engineers

Vehicle

SdKfz. 251/9 75 mm.
L24

SdKfz. 251/16 Flame
Thrower

SdKfz. 251/17 A.A.
20 mm.

Nebelwerfer

SdKfz. 233 Armoured
Car

SdKfz. 234/4 Armoured
Car

7.5 cm Pak 40 (Firing)

SU 85 Assault Gun
Stalin Tank
Gaz 4x6 Truck
Gaz 4x4 Truck
BT 7 Tank

JS II Tank
Katyuska Rocket
Launcher

REMEMBER WE ALSO STOCK THE
HEROICS 1/300 50p PACKS

e.g. BR1 BRITISH INFANTRY
BR2 BRITISH HEAVY WEAPONS
GR1 GERMAN INFANTRY
GR2 GERMAN HEAVY WEAPONS

WE THOUGHT THIS MONTH WE

WOULD GIVE THOSE OF YOU

WHO HAVEN'T SEEN OUR LIST

AND NEWSLETTER A CHANCE

TO SEE SOMETHING AT LEAST

OF WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER.

WE HOLD GOOD STOCKS OF

OUR RANGE, THE MAJORITY
OF WHICH IS OF OUR OWN

MANUFACTURE.

IF YOU ARE IN THE AREA CALL

AT OUR SHOP - WOLLATON ST.,
NOTTINGHAM - AND SEE FOR

YOURSELVES.

IF YOU FIND 1/300 SCALE TOO
SMALL TRY 1/200. AT THE
LATTER SCALE YOU SEE AS

MUCH DETAIL AS 1/76. WE
PARTICULARLY RECOMMEND

THE T34/76, KVI AND PANTHER.

Skytrex Mini Tanks 1/200 Scale
The following are the first of a comprehen
sive range of A.F.V.s and Ancillary vehicles

Sherman Tank
Sherman Firefly
Crusader Tank

Churchill Tank
Crocodile Trailer
SdKfz. 251 Half-

Stug. Ill Assault
Gun

Centurion Mk. 3
P60A Russian A.P.C

ZSU54 A.A. Tank
T34/76 Tank
M3 Halftrack
KVI Tank
Tiger I Tank
Panther Tank

PzKpfw. 38(t)
PzKpfw. Ill Ausf.P
PzKpfw. IV
Russian T62 Tank

Chieftain Tank

NEW HEROICS 1/300 A.C.W. FIGURES
MACW 1 Federal Infantry (51 Figures)

MACW 2 Confederate Infantry (51 Figures)

MACW 3 Skirmishers (50 Figures)

MACW 4 Cavalry (21 Figures)

MACW 5 Artillery (6 guns and crews)

50p per Bag

Heroics W.W.II and Napoleonic packs also stocked

GREEK NAVAL ACCESSORIES

Pentaconters (2)

Bireme

Phoenician Bireme

Trireme

Athenian Trireme

Roman Trireme

Egyptian Trireme

Quadrireme

Quinquireme

All 8p each

Warfleets of Antiquity (WRG) ... .
Greek Naval Boards, 4 For

Trireme Complete Game ... .
(post free)

WARGAMES RULES
Land Battles

1000 BC to 1000 AD (WRG) 4th Edition
Wars of the Roses - Medieval (Decal set)
Early Medieval (Birmingham)
1750-1850 Warfare (WRG)
Napoleonic Rules (LWS)
19th Century Rules (SLW)
infantry Action 1925-75 (WRG)
Modern and W.VV.II Rules (LWS)
Armour/Infantry 1925-50 (WRG)
Micro Warfare Ground Forces W.W.II (Skytrex)
Micro Tank Warfare (Leicester) W.W.II

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (LWS)
Greek Naval (WRG)
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar)
ACW Ironclads (Navwar)
W.W.I Naval (Skytrex) ...
W.W.II Naval (Leicester)

U.S. MINIATURE FIGURINES - U.S.A. INC.
AGENT 4311, LEMMON AVENUE, DALLAS, TEXAS 75219

NEW MICRO TANKS 135 different types in stock

M39 Russian 76.2 mm. A/T gun 8p

Pz.lV aus H with side armour Bp

3.7 in. British A.A. gun 13p

NEW RULES

1550/1660 Rules (Birmingham) 2nd edition ...
A.C.W. Rules Confederate High Command ...
1950-75 Armour/Infantry WRG

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS OF ALL OUR PRODUCTS SEND

A STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOME

POSTAGE & PACKING 10% UP TO £3, OVER £3 FREE

OVERSEAS RATES: 30% SURFACE MAIL, 60% AIRMAIL

SeUTHEX
Dept. MM12, 28 CHURCH ST., WYMESWOLD

LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE



61 WESTBURY STREET THORNABY-ON-TEES TEESSIDE

Persia

Officer cloak and double crested Corinthian
helmet ^
Standard Bearer
Hoplite Corinthian heljHiei<^^vlA \i

Archer armour^^ilflll^iTow from quiver
Sythian Mercenary Archer unarmoured
drawing bow
Spartan Hoplite cloak crested
in reserve

Spartanjfog]!^

^rSlmetattacking
javalin and Thracian

Theban Hoplite attic helmet in reserve
Cavalry Officer
Cavalry Standard Bearer

Officer

Standard Bearer
Immortal attacking
infantryman unarmoured spear and shield

bow in case attacking
J ̂  ■ortal in reserve
EjnJ %rtal firing bow
^^mryman unarmoured shield and javelin ^

Infantryman unarmoured firing bow^*««*^^^

^^^••^^'fandar^earer
uavalryman unarmoured spear and shield
with bow in case
Cavalryman unarmoured with spear and
bow in case
Cavalryman armoured with spear and
shield
Sythed Chariot with 2 crew

Registered Office: 2 IMPERiAL DRiVE • NORTH HARROW • MIDDLESEX

m

KIR»C

1:300

ACHTUNG!

NEW MODELS
IN OUR MAGNIFICENT RANGE OF

1:300 SCALE ARMOUR AND AIRCRAFT

New Items Include: Russian SU76 SP Gun,
British 7.2" Howitzer and Tractor, Chieftain Tank
With rotating turret, German Armoured Car 234,
etc. — not forgetting, of course, our very popular

Shermans, Churchills, Jeeps, Brens, etc.!

Lists available, send S.A.E. please

PRICES:
Tanks 7p each and 13p each ((vith rotating turret)*
Aircraft lOp each and 15p each (with twin engines)*

KIRK MINIATURE FIGURES
3 Wynfield Road, Leicester

Telephone; 858147

1;300 1;300 1;300
SCALE SCALE SCALE

BRITISH & AMERICAN
B1 Valentine Tank
B2 Crusader Tank
B3 Grant Tank
B4 Sherman Tank
B5 Bedford 3-ton Lorry
B6 Petrol Bowser
B7 AEC Armoured Car
B8 Bishop SP Gun
B9 Priest SP Gun
BIO 25 Pounder Gun. emplaced
B11 Vickers Mach./gun, emplaced
812 Jeep
B13 Churchill Tank
614 Bren Gun Carrier
815 Bedford Portee
B16 Scamell Pioneer Tractor
B17 7.2 iach Howitzer
B18 6 Pounder Gun Firing
B19 Stuart Tank
B20 7.2 Inch Howitzer Firing
B21 Marching Infantry

•822 Tank Transporter

GERMAN
G1 Tiger Tank
G2 Mk III Tank
G3 Half-track Carrier
G4 Opel Lorry
G5 88 mm Gun, mobilised
G6 88 mm Gun, empiaced
G7- Wasp 105 mm SP Gun
G8 HummeMSO mm SP Gun
G9 Infantry Group

G10 Mk IV Tank
G11 Kubelwagen
G12 Panther Tank
613 Jagdpanther SP Gun
G14 Half-track Hannomag
G15 105 mm Field Gun Firing
G16 Armoured Car 234
G17 T38Tank
G18 Jagdtiger SP Gun

RUSSIAN
R1 T34/85 Tank
R2 SU76SPGun

POST 1945
M1 Centurion Tank
M2 AM X 13 Tank

•M3 Centurion Tank with Rotating Turret
M4 Chieftain Tank

•M5 Chieftain Tank with Rotating Turret
rSATt^HK

AIRCRAFT

A1 Stuka Dive Bomber
A2 Spitfire Fighter
A3 Brewster Buffalo
A4 M.E.109

•A5 M.E.110
A6 F.W.190
A7 Typhoon

•A8 Mosquito
A9 Z^EftO
AlO hellcivt
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featherstone

JUNE 1974

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton S01 BAD

Hants, U.K.

H. G. Wells, playing scientific soldiers

EDITORIAL

Just as Communists refer-to Karl exciting wargames literature in existence,
homage to H.G.Weils, whose book "LITTLE WARS everything else) .since those nostalgic days
Of course, the hobby has advanced out through the pages of this magazine and others such
at the turn of the 20th century. One on y availability of model figures and other
as Military Modelling, Airfix Magazine, to get in the sense that inevitably there has arisen
wargaming accessories. The style of wargaming in miniature all the vast complexities of warfare
the more serious devotee who ^eeks to ® ^ i n^e are the "fun" wargamers, those of us
from the beginnings of Time until today. 0°. ̂^%°^^®ncentLce that it is not possible to recreate anything

iz .o.........n,...... ....
fare.

It is well knovm that I personally favour the "f fu£:Sent1:Sm:ny!'°reing
friends meet regularly to fight their battles thing", m 1967 I formed the Wessex Military
as gregarious as the rest of us and wishing to share m^thly attendance of between 40
Society here in Southampton. It is f^^^'^^harwargaming clubs should be, the Wessex Military Society
and 50. By no means claiming to be a model of g first half of the afternoon is taken up by ancateL for'all ages and meets one ""fj^tave tad wfJ SLton on the Siege of Basing House,
authoritive speaker on a military subject ( y Gavlor on Military Badges and numerous others).
David Chandler on Marlborough as a soldier /"^^f/hooks? magazinL, models, figures, etc., there
The meeting is enlivened by members bringing ^i^ Inter-club visits are arranged with groups such as
are frequent Bring-and-Buy or [S^^i^g^Son) Historic Treasure Hunting Club among others,
the South Hants Military Modellers and the Ford ( tables set up for battles that proceed from l600 to
jftn I., .na U.c«l... th. " .11 p.ii.a. (inoluaing ...rdg.... ml Mlviau.l

"iSir.:.: s."?" v"r.rir.f.":i;r.'L; ..u... .... i. inv«.a..
me for details of future meetings.

Arising from the activities of 3^^^thrLgrth?good^offLe^ of'^onrof our members who is a

Wessex in Southampton Docks. Without any attemp contribute some small item to the evening's enter-
„ost Civilised military gathering «%"hich members each , ,he sound-track of a film such
rsTel^inJ^tlLre -IleSV Poetry such as - -arge of the^Light Brigade fs
^-L-rfo^ ̂ftf rmfliry^rorg^or;hrs:'p^eSn!: nd views adds to the proceedings. Heedless to say,
the effects of good food and wine make each meeting one to remember.

DOH FEATHERSTOHE.

RTT-RSCBTPTIOH RATES; £3.60p. v^'^erseas £3.85p; U.S.A. ^11.OO)

These sums include postage, packing and, for non-sterling areas. Bank Handling charges.
ADVERTISING RATES; - P^S®

Advertisement Manager, " half
Roland Sutton,
Tradition,

188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA.

"  half

-  £9.50p.

page - £5.50p.

"  quarter page - £3.00p.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER has no facilities for artwork and all adverts must be laid out
a page size of 11" X 8". subscriptions ard Engumes
^  \ . Belmont-Maitland (Publishers) Ltd.

,  / Oilvprts - 2p (5c) per word. Tradition, ISS Piccadilly
Classified (non-commeroiai; aaverxs py \j / f London.wiv 9Da

P.O. Box 4QA

Tel: 01-734 1352



TALKING

WARGAMINGRULE OF THE MOUTH hv M.B.Warria.

iu in your book "VARGAMING THROUGH THE AGES" themethod of deciding treachery by subtracting one dice from an-
other. The chances of possible scores, and therefore the like
lihood of treachery are as followsi-

Score Probability

75? %

„  i'"'- ^ III —ae«wrusr_;

a dozerwaSameL" choL'rrpeSod'wJtrJeyer^rr f /-®-hery? Assuming you have at least half
- the Roman Empire, the Wars of the Roses or hv ® chance of achieving dominion
an independent army to each vargamer and let them chan^P Napoleonic. Sinply attach a character, and

pay protection money and sell sun-nlip'- ^^fTl-nor^Y^a m + ^^ b h r if they are not paid. Captured towns
impossibly complex.) (Troops must be paid and fed in full, or not at all, or this becomes

—-ooOoo—-

PROBLEM OF THE HOHTH

see, when I put up hundredrof^solLers^it^is^difficult^to move^t^ "^1]^ involving many men. You
i.=t in th, lln, f.n. ov„ ton. H»L ,o"oonf;Si foils ov.n .11
S"

oo„nr.;": rr o)nnrori)M:.t: is; loS-ifL— ifi; i-r-
Andrew Lynn of 31 Lydlynoh Road, Totton, Southampton, Hants.

ooOoo

KIHT OF THE MOUTH

"fsces" cut and theS glued together with oL sSe a^nr "^ coloi^ed or in a metallic finish so that two
colours for our armies. An American film coldtfn vTm/nT''® tailor-made for colourful
he liked the cherries. Honestly, I only buy wine because I waAt°thrfoii?^^ cocktails because

-—ooOoo

Gunner^•\^C?^T!MLpet25ge and^^P^Warren^CBlJckwooS "Tales of the MountainBurma in the last War - although not always with their mules. ° batteries were used in

W.T.Thurbon of Cambridge.

—SbOoo-—

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH - FEBRUARY bv Biok Mitchell.

wargame rules give insufficient advantage to the General who husbands his re-
erves and there is a temptation to commit everything to the hflt+l» -in j

111 .1

irai.rr.fi ir!SL



ENSIGN

1/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES (
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.

wmmm prom aircraft carriers to MOTOR TORP-
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT, 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.

mTr^niiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaMiiMiiMMi mill III

maringo ulm gyj :
;  auSTCRlit; ICNA z

•  tri.AU FRIEOLANO r
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•  VVAGRAM SMOlENS* »

MOSAOVA !MZ
ViENNt BERLIN Z

: A a^sMAORiD MOSCOb ;

S.E.G.O.M.
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PARIS

WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbles
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down,

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

iiiimniMiiiiiiiirrniMiiiiiiiiiMiiMiii

l(|)x:@x:0i
i M OAHOE Wg :O A H D t . 2^

tMPERlALE

I CMPEREUR /"ai*.
NAPOLtON
AUIREGtMENT ^
nc^aaFMAOieCS

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
BOOKS BY DONALD FEiiTHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send csshwith order

to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD* All these publications can also be purchased
at the TRADITION shop in London.
VAHGAMES - The orii-'inal text book of wargaming. £1.90p. (^6.00).
NA7AL WARGAMSS - Sea battles with model ships. £2.45p« (^7.00).
AIR WARGAME3 - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (^5.00).
ADVANCED VARGAMES - £2.45p. (^T.OO).
V/ARGAtME CAMPAIGNS - £2.45p. (^l.OO).
WARGAMSS THROUGH THE AGES - 5000 BC to lyO AD - £3.00p. (^8.50).
BATTLES V/ITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3.00p. (jfe.50).
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAXERS - Fifteen battles, from 43BC to Korea in 1955. £3.15p. (?9.00).
SOLO WARGAMSS - The book for the lonely wargamer. £2.60p. (^7.50).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIS:-'. COLLECTORS - An essential reference book. 85p. (j(2.50).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.10p. (^6.00).
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CA!4PAIGH. £3.00p. ($8.50).
rOITIERS 1356 - (Knights "Battles for Wargamers" series). £1.10p. ($3.00).
AT THEM WITH THD BAYONET! - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. ($5.00).
lUCDONALD OF THE 42nd - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch. £3.20p. ($9.00).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837t1901. With descriptive text and 79 maps. £4.25p. ($13.00).
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER. Set during the Zulu-War of 1879. £3.70p. ($11.00).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by irTRichards. £1.65p. ($5.00).

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming;

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks, armoured

cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Bike and Shot - English Civil V/ar by Donald Featherstone.

20p each (50o) or the set of 9 for £1.50p. ($4.50) including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefields. 55p. ($2.00).



I WAS AT SALAMANCA

by Ken Brooks

(President, Weasex Military Society)

In April last year we left the coach at the foot of the
Lesser Arapil, having already visited the village of Calvarrasa
de Arriba where Poy's advance guard had arrived the night before
the battle on July 22nd, 1812. Whilst there we had walked for
ward to the site of the convent of Nuestra Senora de la Pena

around which skirmishing had taken place during the battle. It
was both useful and very interesting to start by looking at the
British position from a French viewpoint, and to see the re
verse slope of the Greater Arapil.

Many accounts have been written about the battle and

battlefield, but none have given a really living picture of it.
Only a visit can do this. By coincidence we arrived at the
time when the battle was in fact being fought, and I thought of
this as I climbed the steep grassy side of the Lesser Arapil.
Small rooks and outcrops both helped and hindered the ascent.
I took a beeline to the top - arriving breathless and thankful
I was not in full kit with musket.

I; •• n r.r • *

SALAMANCA.
July 22 1812.

i,f tlir Uaule)

The top of the hill is flat, harsh tussocks of grass and rock break the harsh outline - already yellow
ing and dry. After photographing the entire field I started to study the ground. One could imagine the
tension of the day, caused by the frustration of retreating and impatience of waiting to see if a battle
would be fought or not.

Half an hour earlier Wellington had galloped off to the north-east - to fetch Pakenham's 5rd division
and D'Urban's cavalry. In the interval before his return I could look around and see what was going on.

The battlegi-ound nan be described as two reversed L's formed by broken ridges and hills. The two Ls
are anything from 1,200 to 1,800 yards apart, with the western one fitting inside the eastern feature. The
Lesser Arapil where I stood is at the south-eastern point of the British, or western, feature. The Greater
Arapil stands about 800 yards away from the Lesser in a south-westerly direction, and is forward of the
main eastern ridges. Hot bright sun illuminates the area of rolling ridges, flat or gently sloping fields
with woods visible in the distance.

Through my spy-glass I can see to the north of me the Light division, the 1st division and Bock's
heavy cavalry brigade. Some elements can doubtless be seen by the French, but most are in dead ground.
All face east - where Foy bickers with the troops in the convent. Ferey's division can be seen in support
of Foy and further round, nearer to the Greater Arapil can be seen another division. This turned out to be
Sarrut's division. Although the Greater Arapil is in fact twenty feet higher than where I stand it is easy
to see its French guns and battalions on it. More French battalions are formed up behind it.

Sweeping my glass around until I am looking due south I can see the reason for Wellington's rapid
exit. On the ridge opposite stands a solitary division facing us while to its left another division is
striking out westwards. In the rear of tViese divisions are two more divisions - not yet in supporting dis
tance. Later on we discovered it was Maucune facing us while Thomieres was busily trying to outflank our
right.

Looking towards our right rear I can see the dust-clouds of our baggage-train moving from Salamanca to
Ciudad Rodrigo. Nearer to us, however, can be seen the massed infantry of Leith's, Cole's, Clinton's and
Hope's divisions. Their red and white contrasts with the blue of their Portuguese infantry, and the infantry
of Pack's and Bradford's independent Portuguese brigades. Movement among them heralds V/ellington's return!
Shouted orders and movements taking shape indicate something is to happen shortly. Stirs of expectancy a-
mong the 40th and 27th Foot of Cole's division, who share the Lesser Arapil with me, gradually die down as
no orders are received by them. Down on the plain to my right I can see Leith's division moving out and
forming in two lines, with Hope forming to his rear. Nearer at hand Cole's two remaining brigades stand-
to and Clinton's division appear in their rear. Something is certainly going to happen.

As though by pre-arranged signal a roar of cannon and musketry to our right announce the clash of
Pakenham and Thomieres. It is now five o'clock in the afternoon and battle is to be Joined at long last.
Pakenham had advanced three miles from Aldea Tejaba in our right rear and had approached unseen to within
five hundred yards of Thormieres leading column. Spirited action by Portuguese dragoons had halted them
and Pakenham's leading brigade - the veteran 74th, 8Bth and 45th, are attacking without halting. The divi
sion is deploying for action on the march before achieving overwhelming success. Thomieres' division has
been destroyed before our eyes - it seemed almost in a flash.

In the meantime it is as though Leith had shouted "5th Division will advance in review order - by the
centre - quick march." As steadily as on the paradeground the front line of red-coated bayonets advances,
checking their dressing, while supported by the second line of Portuguese infantry. The village of Los
Ai-apiles aroimd which British light companies had been skirmishing with French tirailleurs has been passed.
After an advance over 1200 yards swept by French artillery the front line - still in perfect order -
breasts the ridge and MaucunH"'^s division is lost to otir right in clouds of smoke and dust.

Now here is a most stirring sight - in some ways the climax of the battle. Bradford's Portuguese
brigade had been advancing on the right of Leith, while on their right again was Le Marchant's brigade of
dragoons followed by Anson's light dragoons. Le Marohant is now breaking into a canter, riding up on to
the ridge and the sound and milling dust-clouds tell us that great things are happening. Where Maucune
had stood is now thronged with red-coated figures - but beyond them billowing dust-clouds and fresh musket
smoke suggest a further clash has occxurred. This was in fact Brennier's division being destroyed by Le



Marchan"t*s cavalry befors it could enter the battle effectively#
The time is now 5.40 p.m. and three French divisions have been

.  ■ destroyed. The triumphant divisions of Leith and Pakenham have
joined forces and can be seen reforming to sweep eastwards along
the known ridge to our southern front.

yF difficult to choose between the spectacles claiming
®  our attention. Cole has now been despatched by Wellington to

assault the eastern end of the ridge south of us - on which we
can see a fresh French division forming. The 1,400 British
bayonets form the right of the single two-deep line with 2,400
Portuguese on the left. Their job must be the toughest one so
far. Advancing over 1,600 yards of reasonably flat, sun-parched
glacis - enfiladed by artillery from both flanks and heavily
outnumbered - the men of the 7 th and 25rd Foot must surely be
thinking this is Albuhera all over again. The divisions meet,

i  ̂ muskets belch and the French front line recoils on their second
Xine supports. The British stand firm until nine French battal-

/ 1^7 / ^ ions come out from behind the Greater Arapil and are taking them
k *' ' \ ' in the left flank. The brazen helmets of a division of French

Bbjor-Gcncnl Le Marchant, foundM'of the drsgoons Can be Seen gleaming dully through the smoke. Cole is
Royal MiliUry Academy, Sandhurst. H«*" down! Not even British Peninsular infantry can do more. They
killed leulhig the Dragoon, at Salantanca. ̂  break and retire. The dragoons are charging in for the kill -

but discipline and the will to survive triumph and ad hoc
squares form as though by magic. Around me the 40th Foot are tumbling down the steep slope to re-form at the
foot and advance as a bastion behind which the survivors of Cole's division can concentrate and retire to
safety. Beaten but unbowed they return to fight again later that day.

The other competing spectacle is Pack's assault on the Greater Arapil with his Portuguese brigade. What
a grandstand view we have! Pack has decided to attack as though assaulting a fortress - which in effect he
is. There go his storming party of four grenadier companies followed by four line battalions in two columns.
His approach is over clear ground, with no smoke to blind us, and I see his cacadores skirmishing forward and
up the steep slope. Artillery fire has damaged but not stopped his columns. Our climb up the Lesser Arapil
was difficult but theirs is worse. Up they go with bayonets flashing. But something has checked the caca
dores! Ragged musketry continues as they spread out and start to climb some obstacle in company with the
leading grenadiers. The scene is clouded by a sheet of smoke and the crash of musketry tells us the French
battalions are counter-attacking. Through the smoke hurtle blue-clad figures and the French firing over
throws the grenadiers and the line battalions, tumbling them in a broken heap at the foot of the hill.

But more important events are taking place before us. The triumphant French battalions - 19 of them
who defeated Cole are now advancing to the centre. The dragoon division covers their right flank, eager to
avenge the slaughter by Le Marchant's cavalry. A mounted staff officer clatters up to the 27th Foot and
they are moving down to join the 40th already on the left of Clinton's division. 2,700 British bayonets
form the first line with 2,500 Portuguese in close support. The rolling thunder of musketry is incessant,
smoke and dust must be choking and blinding the fighting men. The French dragoons are threatening the
British left, but the 40th and 27th are standing firm. A Portuguese brigade can be seen coming down from
the far ridge and is taking the French in the left flank. They are still fighting, but swirling eddies of
figures say the end is near - and off they go in a broken, stumbling mass.

Darkness is beginning to add its difficulties to smoke, dust, blood and fatigue. Clinton reforms his
division and the battered remnants move after the French shattered masses. In the far distance to the south-
east stands yet another ridge - vooded this time. Bitter fighting is taking place on the final ridge, but
presently the last gun fires and it is all over. Small grass fires spring up over the fields and I fear
that many wounded will suffer the same fate as many of their comrades at Talavera three years ago.

I wondered as I left the Lesser Arapil whether any survivors thought - as I did - that Wellington's
iron resolve not to be tempted into doing something rash contrasted sharply with Marmont's over-confidence
and under-estimation of his adversary. I expect that their only wishes were for a drink and a chance to lie
down in peace and quiet.

NOTICE BOARD
G.J.Cronin of 5 Manor Way, Old Bexley, Kent DA5 3JR, would like an opponent in his area or contact witn

other wargaraers to form a Club, Any period,

---ooOoo---

Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER are available from Donald Featherstone. 69 Hill Lane, Southampton,
SOl 5AD. England, for these months - November 1968; December 1972; February, March, May, June, July, Au^st,
September, October, November, December 1973 and January, February 1974. All at 21p each inclusive. This is
for U.K. only - overseas subscribers paying in non-sterling currency must send double cost for single number
to allow for Bank Handling charges or add 25p to larger orders.

ooOoo

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 25p (30 cents) on ̂ CH cheqii^e
from overseas. It is economically impossible for Vargamer's Newsletter to absorb this charge. Overseas sub-
scribers sending dollar or non-sterling cheques must ADD 30 cents to each cheque. American Express drafts.
International Money Orders or Sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need this additional handling-
charge.

ooOoo—

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER can be purchased monthly by sending 50p on the first day of each month to TRADITION.
186 Piccadilly, London W.l.



Military

ATAIOERSHOT
June 28,29 & 30ni.
These are the dates for this year's exciting and colourful Army Display - which aaain will include full
military modelling participation on an even greater scale than in 1973 ^

Rushmoor Arena, 40 miles west of London just off the MS motorwav and in

bmss bands R h'^A^miSi excitement (parachute teams, motor cycle displays,

in JreTs.'OpenTnVSmlrare 9'ro'a.S?

REMEMBER: ADMISSION IS COMPLETELY FREE!



IN MODERH TERMS - A CAMPAIGN IN 5 FAHTS

Ron Miles

:-;aTi Movements;

Sach sq^uare represents 10 miles square.

Sea Movement; oBm

DESTROYERS - Cruising speed 1^ sqs per hour (48 1^;
Kaximum speed 3 sqs per hour, ^'or limited . '

period only (8 Hours). \

CRUISERS - Cruising speed 1,1 sqs per hour (96 Hours).
Maximum speed 2^ sqs per hour (6 Hours).

E BOATS - Cruising speed 2 sqs per hour (24 Hours).
Maximum speed 4 sqs per Hour (5 hours).

CAI./UIS L/CRAFT - f square per hour (20 Hours).

TRANSFORTS - 1 Square per hour (1 week).

AIRCRAFT

Single sea Fighters - 50 squares per hour (2§ hours;. ^
F/3omher or 2 sea Fighter - 25 squares per hour (4 hours;.

.TEDIUM BOMBER - 20 squares per hour (6-|- hours).

J.U. S7B Stuka - 18 squares per hour (4 hours).

TRAHSF'ORTS - 16 squares per hour (8 hours).

RECCE PLANES - 10 squares per hour (10 hours).

1 square will be needed to take off and climbing, etc. 1 square will be needed for landing.
F-.RCB ALLOCATION;

•RRTTISH - ARFrr

2 Infantry Divisions scaled down for ease of handling.

Div. K.Q.

Ba ttalion Be ttalion Battalion
Tank Regiment

Platoons j
Support Platoon

Each Platoon.

1  - officer

1  - w/op.
2  - L.M.G.S.

24 - Riflemen

Support Platoon

2  - officers

2  - w/ops.
5  - 5" mortars
3  - K.M.G.S.
3  - Piats
1  - 6pdr A/T gun.

Artillery

Engineers

Signals
?;edical

Field Rgt.

Battery Battery

2 Guns each.

Regiment

Squadrons

Troops of 5 tanks

1 Parachute Bde; 1 Airlanding Bde and 1 Commando battalion.



•>VAL FORCE

■ IR FO'iCa

1 Heavy Cruiser
2 Lt. Cruiser

5 Bestroyers
8 Sunboats, M.T.Bs etc.

6 Bostons
6 Beaufighters
6 Hurricqnes
6 Marylands

1 L.C.T. (Landing Craft Tank) 5 tanks.
6 L.G.I. ( " " Infantry) JO men.
5 L.G.«. ( " " Assault) 1 tank and 10 men or JO men.
8 Transports - small ships capable of carrying IJO men, vehicles

and tanks.

4 Auster Recce planes.
6 Dakotas (carry 16 men)
9 Gliders (carry 18 men or 1 unit i.e. A/T gun and jeep).

GERMAH FOaCBS

5 Battalions Infantry + 1 Battalion Italian Infantry.
J Coys Combat Engineers + 1 Coy. Italian Engineers.
1 Coy Field Engineers
1 Field Artillery Regiment (4 Batteries - 6 guns each).
1 Coastal Artillery Coy (4 9"2" gun - IJ miles range).
1 Tank Coy. 4 TPs each of 4 tanks mixed quality and type.
1 Recce Group
2 Platoons infantry - 1 Platoon Engineers, 4 A/oars.
1 Parachute Coy.

1 lionoor Co:'.
J Batteries A/A Artillery
J Batteries a/T Artillery.

1 6" Gun Cruiser
3 Destroyers
5 E Boats
1 Submarine

20 Caiques (60 men).
8 Transports
1 Coy Marines

I.iJFTVJAFFE

9 ME 109s
6 ME 110s
6 JU 87Bs
5 Hensohele

4 JO 68s

5 JO 52s
5 Storchs

Each aerodrome has a Luftwaffe company attach-
cc which will include 4 L.A.A. guns and 1 A/oar.

.  :JOif::AiaSANCB

Aircraft. At 15,000-20,000 ft.

".gather;

Clear and Pine - Visibility - 35 miles radius.
Hazy - " - 10 " " "
Cloudy - " _ 5 " II
Ctormy, squally, rain, " - 2 " "

To See and Identify; Bice - 6 - Accurately,
5  - Report fonise (90-,i accurate)
4  - " part force (jOj'- accurate)
3  - Not report until landing
2  -) w +^  Hot seen.

If challenged by aircraft deduct 2: if challenged by a/a deduct 1.

::AVAL RSCOIfflAlSSAHCE

Night; V/ill only be able to see and identify in the same square.
Da^; Dependant on weather the maximum visibility range 2 squares radius from ship. Hazy or misty -

1 square from ship. Action of ships will take place on a table.

Mi BAR DETBCTIOH; Pull range 160 miles air and sea. Throw dice to detect.

6 Pull range

5 100 miles.

4 80 miles.

3 60 miles.
2 40 miles.
1. 20 miles.

•IKD OP PART TWO.



^ f m Sparton

DiaCIPUIWO TWOOfW

. W TH6 CV-MROe •• «yi'PT, W50BrfL

Btar.tl;-, "ittrocteci raid;

tactics employed

.^■ ■"V ^ newcomer^^^ " ^ y,, Hh^i Thcfecit
» - -<RlO • W TH6 CV-MROe •• «yi'PT, W50bX.

i: lerti. ■ .

-,f t" 'e -"ile 7alle ■ constant]. - cttrocteri raids by ad.joinin-; nations and so the Sg.yptians had a re -tolar^arr;,;
■•=11 before -Vev had been united under a sinnle Pharaoh. Information conoernin.; the Sayptians comes xrom
aintin^s in temples and tombs, and from the wood carvinf:s of soldiers buried with Pharaohs and rich nobl...
eoause'of tho warn climate, most people wore merel.- a white loin-cloth and soldiers had an extra Piece,

•lappet' han,-in- aov/n in front to protect the CT Oin. I'he heavy infantry (really medium.; were further pi ..-
v.ected by leather breast-plates and carried large wooden shields with metal rim.s. Their
-ere 6' thrusting spears and wooden bows. Usually swords were carried only by ofiicers, who ^^e_e further
nstin-uished bv wearin - red or -reen striped tops. The E.-jyptians employed forei .-n mercenaries - dark-skinned HublL^ "oLIcians, Philistines, 'Semites end the -Sea People- , possible from Crete or the ooasis
■jf -.si?3 Minor. ';?hsy wore all cornrnanded oy Egyptian officGrs.

Vhen thcv came u- s-y-ainst the rittites they learnt the use of iron and the effectiveness of norse-oraw
chariots (the' :->vptians never bad a cavalry force). Tne chariots were very light and carried a spear-arne'
-driver and an archer, also armed with either a spear or a sword to repel enemy boarders.

Conclusive evidence oonoernin:.- Egyptian battle formations is rare but it
-he snear-armed he-vy infantrv were the backbone of the army, flanked on both sides by the less r.xi., blemelolnlllel In liont of thei were the archers, whose task was to harass and
"allin-' back be-ind the heavy infantry when the enemy came near Irom a steady .low of arrows o ..o the e..e..y
rear. "The chariots formed up on the fl-anks of the army to protect the infantry from ®
attack the enemy in the rear, beino esneni lly effective when following up a fleeing enemy so turnin.,
treat into -3 rout.

E-;YPTI.ii' bATTLE POUMATIcN (1000 3C)

Ch.ariots
Chariots

C//-
cj d da C3 an aianr ai-n-ii-itiaQ

E H B K Y

FOR SALE! SP, Wilderness Campaign, A.C.W., Napoleonic 25mm, Infantry 2p, Cavalry 4p. Harman, 7 Malvern
Street, Burton-on-Trent, LEl5 9DY.

ooOoo—

"In our country a very small group of persons are entering the TorSlk
table-toppers). We (l don't know how!) have managed to get some issues of
Strategy and Tactics and Plastic Modeller and we even found one of your
will be very glad to hear from a very experienced modeller and wargamer - perhaps you will find interesting
the friendship of this small group of "pioneers" in wargaming in Exuador.

Jose V. Rizzo, P.O.Box 5868, Guayaquil, Ecuador, South America.
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The COLUMN, LINE AND SQUARE BATTLE MANUAL by J. Bauman and
"  F. J/^ietmeyer now available. These complete and comprehen

sive rules for the most widely played Napoleonic minia-
.^Ttures game in the U.S. are arranged in an Easy Finder sys-
/ tern for quick reference. The 170 pages contain chapters
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beginners. Send check for ^2.95 to Musketeer Publications
Dept vj. Box 773. Yuba City, CA 95991.



GUEST of the MONTH

TEOTJCtHTS of a vfARGAMER 15 Y3AR3 0? IT!

You might like a few 'thoughts' before I disappea:
fioate. The other day I look'd back over my wargaming
and a chance attack ol' 'hoppiii the wag' found me list
model soldiers and somethinr- called "Jargaming'. This
two or three years I 'played' (it wasn't anything like
and honour. Then came Airfix and your book 'Wargames'
imericon Civil V/or and ',;orld 'Jar :T (what else in thos
ever - my parents double bed - thi'" did me for another
''V/argamer's Newsletter" (my earliest copy is February
somethin • quite big but I deliberately remained on the
real hold on me and I have mainly fought solo, althoug
a very dear friend in Fulham, whose maturity in years

r  for the next few months to take my Teaching Certi-
'career' that began 13 years ago, when I was eleven,
ening to a man, on the radio, talking about his 1,000
persuaded me to keep my figures and for the next
wargaming) with them, with varying degrees of shame
(which I picked up entirely by chance) and I was off!
e days?) and perhaps the most unusual wargames area
year, in which I also began subscribing to the

1963). It soon became apparent that I was part of
fringe of things. Conventions, etc., never took f

h I fight campaigns, over great spaces of time, v.'ich
did not cause him to reject th'=' hocdi - antics of

Since those early days I have fought in many periods: Aisorican Civil './ar, Hapoleonios, Kedi--"-al,
'ranco-Prussian, East Front 1941 (s huge campaign which collapsed in confusion v/hen ray oupcnent 'vanishes ' .
.t the moment I am tinkering with Zulu type Colonials, and the 1940-43 Desert Campaigns, using ray own^rul.
and a College convert, and am rapidly losing legion after legion in Syria to the Barbarian Sassanids \r.y
dear old friend from Pulham) using the excellent Research Group Ancient Rules.

It seems to me, as time goes by, that wargamers spend more time painting, converting and reading tha
actually fighting, I do anyway, and I do not think my experiences are that uncommon. Because of the Ion

:-'aps between table-games X have been ;:etting more interested in boardgames. At the ...ement I have two .vVa .
'Till Games - Kidway and Afrika Korps. Midway is especially adaptable for solo games, as imposing dice
throws for search areas, availability of combat aircraft, etc., the game is taken out of the hands of the
)Iayer. Afrika Ilorps is more difficult, but I have become quite fair minded over the pest 12 years and, s •
far, my^ solo vgnies have come out 5D/9D, v.'hile, in the game I played with my untutored girl—friend, I was
fought"to a standstill in an hour! I am eagerly looking forward to buying some of the more elaborate Avalor
Mill games.

I now have a room and an 8' x Sg' table to fight on and quite large forces, an improvement since my
early days, but I am at that stage of life where a career and obtaining a mate occupy my immediate horizons,
v/ar-'amin" is taking a temporary backseat but the theories and readings go on (and on, and on, and on!), an-
I am quite sure that the 'check' will enable me to clear up my backlog of figures and rules to my future
benefit.
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where all t'^is Tolkein "ism" is leading us. True, I now know what a 'Jar-- is. ■ nv .
te mv own Ore warband. However, I have little interest in this species of warf,am.-:-n

idetracking wargaming into a blind alley. Blind because tne subject matter, oein;.,
no real predictable limits and therefore cannot be fixed. I have more 3ympat''y v.ite
eir snace vun platforms, spaceships, etc. For at least they are projecting war forwar
base (i.e. 1972), t'-:is, for instance was what H.:.Wells did in several of his novels

r", "Things to Come") and what were his Martian fi'-hting machines but tanks, usir. legs
His 'Heat Hay', can be seen as n lazer beam and 'Black Cloud', gas"' So could we per-

less Tolkein and a little more Turenne, although by all means let's not kick out :'olkei'
can we please keep it in proportion.

I shall certainly read your book on solo gaming. Personally I find the real bind of soloing is that
you have to buy and paint both sides, plus terrain, etc., w'^ich doubles the cost. Also, although I like
being cble to "chew tactics over the bacon", I find that such leisurely .-encaIship tends to lead me into
bad habits when I come to play a .-ainst an opponent (and has led to many Cannae's and Carrhae's). Still,
that's the price we 'recluses' have to pay I suppose.

My thanks to you .and all of the others who I have never met, but who h.ave become known to me through
the pa 'es of the "War-amer's Newsletter" - thank you for all your ideas and yeur infective enthusiasm.

.  rg'Trh ABCHT TACKS - renii-nue

KC
The renaissance of armour in the Middle East

recentlv has been a fulgent example ol the true
purpose of my regiment's existence. The employ
ment of 'our' tanks and armoured tactics has been,
once again, a fulfilment ot your tactical theorie^
What is your opinion of the events of the high-speed
war in the Sinai? Did the Israelis ever consult
you?

Sir B L-H ^ ^
When visiting Israel in i960 as a guest of the

Government I was particularly impressed with
Rabin, who was then Vice-Chief of Staff, and we
had lengthy discussions, some on the map, about
their plan in any future campaign—and one that
might arise with Jordan as well as Egypt.
What struck me most in this latest campaign,

compared with 1956. the si^ificant develop
ment of the Israeli plan and operations m combinitig
a strategical offensive with a tactical defence—in
getting round the back of the Egyptians after the
opening penetration and, by blockmg their Ime of
retreat to the Suez Canal, forcing them to attack
in trying to escape. 1 discussed this point with
Rabin in i960.

A.L/ , . . .
I see that the late President Kennedy said that

'•No expert on military matters has better earned
the right to respectful attention than you". Sir,
what do you think of the future of the Royal Tank
Regiment?

Sir B L-H
This brief meeting has covered a span of 50 years,

embracing two great wars—the answer to your
question is really locked up in my 'author s con
clusion' at the end of The Tanks. So long as the
nations stop short of mutual suicide, there is much
to be learned about the conduct of human affairs
from the segment of history we have just discussed.
The military lessons, too, may have a continued
value in any armed conflict that stays short of the
nuclear extreme.

The basic factors, and most distinctive features,
in tank operations are speed and flexibility. These
twin qualities are of more fundamental importance
than the armoured skin of the tank. They give the
tanks armament which is not unique in itself, a
unique quality in action. The development of tanks
and the conception of mobile armoured warfare—a
concept which was ahead of technical progress—
flreated much greater potential of speed and
cexibility in the use of the new arm. These were

demonstrated in exercises by the Foyal Tank Corp-
during the 1930's. They were fulfiiled by the
German panzer forces at tiie start of World War II

I wrote in 1948, the aim of new tactics must be 10
paralyse the enemy's action. In this connection it
may interest you to see the report of General
Yoppe's armoured division in the recent Sinai
campaign (proof of the pudding, if you like).
Dominating areas is going to count more than
capturing or maintaining positions. We want a new
principle of 'offensive fluidity of force'—to Operate
like the sea or like a swarm of bees, not like a
battering ram.

It was the Royal Tank Corps which first demon
strated the potentialities of such tactics—two
generations ago. They promise continuing opport
unity to the Royal Tank Regiment—your regiment
—which you know is the embodiment of an out
standing pioneer tradition and spirit fulfilled in the
test of war.



LETTERS

-  "I was interested in your note on religious fervour (in "Talking Wargaming" - March Newsletter). Ziska,
-s, of course, the obvious example. But what happens if there is fervour on both sides - Crusaders and
^arooens: Cromwell's Ironsides versus the Loyal fervour of the Cavaliers, the French Wars of Religion. How
far religious fervour plays its part in Ireland today is questionable, but it is there. Or again consider
the Jews and the Romans or the Dervish army at Omdurman. Religious Fervour may be an important element - but
other things may defeat it: devotion to King, modern weapons (Omdurman), discipline - the Romans. A most in-
XGrssTing point®

Bill Thurbon of Cambridge.

ooOoo

nn here is going ahead by leaps and bounds. Was off last weekend to take part in a tournamentIsland. Wasn't too well organised but will probably get better as time goes on.
Thu sday night we will start planning for the Convention here in 1975. We held one last year, our first and
came out with more than ^200 clear profit. Enthusiasm seems high for '75. Big job will be to get rules that

+11 decisions within a three-hour time limit. The biggest problem in this regard seems to bethe Ancient period, which still remains wedded to some version of the Research Group rules."

Jack Hutchings ("Hutch) of Vancouver.

ooOoo

V/e ha_d quite a good little Club, consisting of two 'senior' members (me being one of them) and a vary-
three. But now one of our 'senior' members is moving, taking his younger

leaving the Club somewhat depleted. Are there any teenage wargamers in the Purley/
oroydon area?

Ian Monk, 48 Mitchley Avenue, Purley, Surrey, CR2 IDN.

ooOoo—

"As a member (but not office-holder) of the N.S.W. Wargames Convention, I thought you might be interested
to know that the Convention organised a 3-day National Convention (26th-28th January) at the Lindfield
(Sydney) Masonic Hall, and close to 1,000 visitors attended. Already the Hall, which is the Convention's
monthly venue has become too small for the average monthly attendance of 50 members."

Justin C. Sijipson of Glebe, N.S.W.

ooOoo—-

"Concerning the state of wargames in Natal there are only two Clubs that I know of, my own and one in
Durban. Our main difficulty is that to order metal figures from Britain (those which are not covered by Air-
fix) costs an expensive price. It has always been my desire that one of the great metal soldier firms such
as Minifigs or Hinchliffe should open a small depot in Durban or some other centre. I am certain that the
demand for metals would be very great as we are starved of any decent figures."

R. Bath of Churchill House, Hilton College, P.O.Hilton, Natal, South Africa.

ooOoo

"I have had some ideas for articles on different types of Colonial Wars that can be fought where the
size and armament of each side would dictate different strategies and wargame set-ups. Briefly I have divided
it up this way: 1) Wars where the technology of each side is fairly equal: as in the 17th and 18th century
wars in India and America, the 18th and early 20th century wars in West and South Africa; or where the
natives are well versed in fortifications or mobility, and modern weapons such as the Maori wars, the Ameri
can Indian Wars, and the Herero—Nama Wars in South-West Africa; or where the natives are organised into fair
ly modern armies such as Nepal in 1815, the Sikh Wars, or the Madagascar Wars; 2) Wars where the European
forces are limited in number and supplied as to offset technological superiority; such as the British in
Uganda before and immediately after the declaration of the Protectorate, and the Marchand expedition; 3)
Border incidents against individuals or small groups of bandits (perhaps more suitable to the Individual
Skirmish rules) such as the Mexican border, the Canadian West, shiftas and cattle thieves vs. the camel
corps in the Sudan and Somaliland, and "Boh Da Thone" type bandits (a la Kipling); 4) Larger, more organised,
but nevertheless limited guerilla wars such as Pancho Villa, the Mad Mulla, Aguinaldo in the Philipines, the
later stages of the Herero-Nama revolt, and the Ashanti War of 190O; 5) and finally, semi-military actions
such as slave raids, naval squadrons vs. slavers or pirates, and caravans in Africa. The articles would in
clude suggestions on how to set up such battles, possible rules suggestions, and books or articles to find
out about uniforms and army organisation."

Douglas Johnson (Editor of "Savage and Solder" and author of the article on
Colonial wargaming in this issue. )

-—ooOoo—-

•'With reference to the rumour in Wargamer's Newsletter that the Wargames Research Group were going into
the figure business, there is no truth at all in this. We are concentrating on new rule sets, reference books
and board games, and these will give us quite enough, if not too much to do.



So far from wanting to compete with existing figure manufacturers, our policy is to collahorate with ALL
of them, sending them advance complimentary copies of all our uniform books, so that they can get the figures
out to meet the demand the books create. We play no favourites, although one manufacturer has paid us the
compliment of naming a figure range after us. Any designer who needs help with ancient figure research has
only to ring us - and several do!

If I may comment on the letter by Mr.Loweth who assures us that although he has not read our 1750-1850
rules (playing with them would be a better test), he is told by Leicester club members that they are unrealis
tic, I would like to point out that he should hardly expect praise of them from a rival publisher. As the
Leicester rules have been used in the last two Conventions, I would be prepared to bet that they are now
better hated than our own, which have not recently had that honour, but nevertheless are selling faster than
ever."

Phil Barker of the Wargames Research Group,

—-ooOoo---

"I really cannot let Mr.Switzer's letter regarding the Hitler Youth organisation pass unchallenged,^ His
picture of a mass levy of Boy Scouts, like patriots in a "last ditch" stand against the Eastern hordes, is a
gross misrepresentation. British, and more particularly Canadian ex-soldiers, who fought in the bloody
Normandy battles will have vivid memories of the 12th S.S.Panzer Hitler Jugend Division of Army Group 'B',
This formation was recruited mainly from young Germans of the Hitler Youth Organisation remarkable for the
sub-human savagery of their behaviour. They killed a number of Canadian prisoners of war after they had
surrendered and been disarmed and their Commander stood trial after the war and in the opinion of many was
extraordinarily lucky not to have finished up in front of a firing squad. There were many instances of
British stretcher bearers being savagely bitten by wounded prisoners from 12th S.S. while trying to dress
their wounds and evacuate them. They represented the perversion of German youth to Hitler's insanity - a
generation lest to Humanity, I saw some of the remnants of the formation made prisoner in the final phases
of the fighting in Germany - they sickened me then and like the Editor the thought of them sickens me still,

A. J. Mitchell.

—ooOoo—

"Regarding the triumphant Mr. Switzer, X will not deny the fighting ability of the Hitler Youth, never
havin" studied that aspect, but can only agree that as another distasteful example of a, morally corrupt
government it turns my stomach also. I think this "pain in the gut" is why I have never managed to enjoy
World War II games,"

Mike Perkins of Middlesex.

—ooOoo---

"I was very interested when I learnt of the eventual fate of the French in "The Skirmish at la Cochaine".
As you know I have not been receiving the Newsletter for long and I was unfortunate enough not to read the
first part of "The Skirmish at la Cochaine." Could you tell me where I could purchase the set of rules nec
essary to fight a skirmish similar to this."

D. Switzer of Walthamstow.

(See SKIRMISH LINE advert on page 27 May Wargamer's Newsletter),

ooOoo—-

"Regarding the article by Mr.Pe-kins in your March edition, I would like to point out that in two in
stances, the lance has played an important part in a cavalry melee. The first was in the Peninsular
when a squadron of Polish Lancers, of the Imperial Guard, charged and routed the Queens Dragoons, admittedly
they were Spanish, but they were supposed to be a crack unit.

The second was at Quatre Bras in the Waterloo campaign, when the Dutch Lancers of the Imperial Guard
managed to rout a regiment of British Hussars with ease, and were only finally beaten after a struggle with
a regiment of Household Cavalry.^"

The main advantage, however slight, of the lance is its length, thus giving the Lancer a longer reach
than the average sabre. Finally, the lance was very rarely actually thrown down, by the handgrip there was
a loop which could be slipped up the arm with ease, the lances butt being placed in the stirrup bucket pro
vided. The rider could then use his sabre as normal,"

Peter Tyson of Teesside,

—ooOoo—-

The North East Yorkshire Regional Convention takes place on the 1st June 1974, and is to be named "THE
GLORIOUS FIRST OF JUNE", respectfully dedicated to Admiral Lord Howes fleet who gave us victory in that
famous action of Ushant on 1st June 1794- It takes place in the Bradford University and is organised by
Bradford and Halifax Wargame Societies.

Although intended mainly to decide the Quarter and Semi-finalists for the National Convention in o\ir
region, this year it is intended to make an entertaining convention out of it. There will be a large pro
gramme of Gladiatorial combats and Western gunfights; plus the usual attendant stalls. Eighteen wargames
each of 2 hours duration of various periods should take place during the day. Applications to run stalls at
the convention will be well received. Write to Peter Morrison (Secretary), c/o 5 Laithe Field, Branch Road,
Barkisland, Halifax, Yorkshire HX4 OAE,



Xv,, BATTLE REPORT
K«B^MW,THE battle of CHIDLEY hamlet - October 28-th 1642

P.Christie

(Figures used on the 8< x 3' table were on a 1:20 basis and consisted mainly of Minifigs with some
Warrior, Les Higgins and Hinchliffe. Rules used were an adapted version of those published by the "Pike
and Shot" Society.)
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The Situation and Battle:

Edgehill has just been fought and the King is marching on London, where Parliament are hastily assemb
ling a small force to bar the London road until such time as the London Trained Bands are mustered and ready
for action. Their improvised force consists of:-

Lord Saye'V Regiment of Foot (Bluecoats) - 880 men.
Earl of Manchester's Regiment of Foot (Creenooats) - 540 men.



Royalist Cuirassier

Harvey's Dragoons (Redcoats) - 260 men.
Hazierigg's Ironsides - 120 men.
Lord Willoughby's Regiment of Horse - 360 men.
Plus one heavy gun and crew.

This force marched until they reached the small rural hamlet of
Chidley, a place dominated by its Manor House. The.Parliamentary
General, feeling that this was as good a place as any and not wanting
to get too far in front of the Trained Bands, deployed his forces as
shown on the map. He utilised the Manor house as a pivot and bastion
for what he knew were his inferior number of infantry whilst his
cavalry were set on either wing, his right greatly outnumbering his
'safer' left. After completing these movements his army sat and
waited, looking apprehensively towards the Vest and hopefully to the
East. He had not long to wait!

The vanguard of the King's army soon appeared. As soon as the
leading elements saw the awaiting Puritans, a rapid deployment of the
marching column commenced. Their force, a detached yet powerful van
guard, consisted of:-

Hobsbawm's Regiment of Foot (Yellowooats) - 360 men.
Colonel Tabot's Regiment of Foot (Greencoats) - 540 men.
King's Lifeguard of Foot (Redcoats) - 1060 men.
Company of Firelocks (Buff coats) - I40 men.
Prince Rupert's Cavalry Regiment - 420 men.
Earl of V'inchester's Dragoons (Vhitecoats) - 24O men.
The Gentleman Pensioners (Curassiers) - 60 men.
Plus two heavy and two light guns and crews.

I'heir initial positions were as detailed on the map. Realising that a frontal attack on Chidley Manor
bouse was imperative if the road was to be opened for the King and the rest of the army, the Royalist comm
ander gave the task to his infantry regiments whilst detailing the cavalry to hold-off the enemy horse. Just
as his men were getting into position a courier riding post-haste from the capital galloped into the Parlia
mentary camp. The message he gave was that the 20,000 men of the Trained Bands would be with them in
hours (18 game moves). The message was passed along to the men who squared their shoulders, checked their
shot, gripped their pikes and prayed.

The Royalists, ignorant of the time available, determined to attack straight away and the infantry
marched forward. The horse trotted likewise and the two light guns began moving. The Puritan cavalry ad
vanced to meet them, Harvey's Dragoons on the left dismounted into an adjacent small wood. The heavy guns
on both sides fired, five infantry in the Manor fell and two of the King's Lifeguard. This slow movement
continued until the cavalry on the right decided without further ado to charge each other. HaeOJerigg's men
were too far back to take part in this but as it turned out they were not needed. The Royalists, much to
the consternation of their whole army, were decisively thrown back. Worse was to follow. The Parliamentary
cavalry followed up whilst the King's Lifeguard of Foot, unwisely unsupported in front of the Manor house,
fell back under a heavy musket fire.

The Royalist battery of heavy guns, unable to fire at the Manor house, laid low some of Hazierigg's
curassiers as did fire from the men of Hobsbawm's Regiment. Galled by this fire these armoured horsemen
charged the yellow-coated foot regiment. Needless to say they were met by a wall of pikes and a hail of shot
and were thus forced back.

On the left of the Parliamentary line meantime the Dragoons in the wood had remounted whilst the Royal
ist Dragoons advanced supported by two light guns and Tabot's Foot Regiment. This latter Regiment now join
ed with the King's Lifeguard as did the Company of Firelocks and once again the infantry advanced. The two
cavalry bodies, having mutually fallen-back, re-charged each other.
Hazierigg's curassiers not to be outdone again charged Hobsbawm's
Regiment only to be routed from the field. The combined red and green-
coated Royalist Foot in the centre seeing this, advanced forward with /it
more resolution. The Gentleman Pensioners at this stage hastened to
join the Earl of Winchester's Dragoons who looked set to engage their
opposite numbers. The Royalists two light guns were hauled to the ICS
top of Privett Hill and began faring at the Earl of Manchester's

Foot in the hedged enclosure next to the Manor house. Jf

The Parliamentarian commander calculated that he had 2^- hours to / nh ] |l
hold off the enemy before help arrived and he realised the main part / 1
of the battle was yet to begin. The two bodies of Dragoons, as if
sensing the importance of this moment, closed for a melee causing STfer*
vast carnage and a general falling-back on both sides. At this
juncture the Gentleman Pensioners arrived to bolster the Ro-yalist
Dragoons. On the other side of the field the cavalry melee continued
and Hobsbawm's Regiment took Chidley hamlet and advanced on through \
it. In the centre the Royalist Foot pushed forward coming under tre- V
mendous fire from the two Parliamentary regiments sheltered behind P / J
walls and hedges. / ̂ /} A ' ]

The Dragoons re-charged each other and both, with staggering M ^
casualties, routed off the field. Their heavier counterparts at the T '/ P
opposite end of the battleground did likewise! The only horse left, \ w /
the Gentleman Pensioners, moved towards the Manor. The crisis was 1 1 I j
now here; Hobsbawm's on the left and Tabot's Foot on the right storm-
ed the outlying walls and hedges of Chidley Manor house. The King's

Continued on Page 22.



THE

TANK
A Discussion about Tanks (Part 2)

Reproduced by permission of the
Editor of THE TANK and of Sgt.
K. Chadwiok.

(In May, 1967, Sgt K Chadwick obtained an
interview with Sir Basil Liddell-Hart. These are
Sgt Chadviick's notes of that interview).

Sir B L-H

The 1931 training season saw a return to a better
line of tactics; equipment. As it was seriously
desirable that the Brigade should be commanded
by a man who could give his whole time and
attention to the tank, Charles Broad was appointed.
Plans had to be made in a hurry in order to begin
at the start of the 1931 training season. With the
way at last authorised, the brigade headquarters
were set up in a very short space of time. The three
battalions each contributed a portion of its men
and vehicles to form a light battalion and the three
battalions were also reorganised on a new pattern
which I had proposed in 1927. .. . -

It was largely due to Broad s combmation ot
vision and mastery of detail in planning exercises
to fulfil the assigned obiect of producing manoeuv
rable battalions', and shaking them free from the
slow-motion habits of thought and practice which
had been the natural result of tank battalions being
tied closely to the infantry during the war and the
years which followed. Broad set out to apply
Mongol methods to the training of the new mech
anised kind of mobile force. Under Broad s guid
ance, plan and purpose of manoeuvres were made
so clear to all taking part as to draw the best out of
them. He arranged for all ranks to attend his
conference after an exercise, an unconventional
practice which Col Hulton had introduced in your
own battalion—the Second. _
Modern Formations, the revised edition of the

'Purple Primer', was issued during the summer of
1932. It was fortutiate that Broad had been able to
complete the new edition before he had gone to
take command of the temporary Tank Brigade, apd
then to his new post as Brigadier General Staff of
the Aldershot Command.

Broad's name most aptly typified his outlook—
strongly progressive, yet instinctively keeping a
balance between the 'High' and the 'Low schools
of military thought and theology.

Major General George M Lindsay, CB, CMG,
CBE, DSO

KC
One hears a great deal about General Lindsay.

What was his contribution to the Regiment?

Sir B L-H , ^ ̂
As a Lieutenant-Colonel, Lindsay—who had

played a leading part in the wartime creation of the
Machine Gun Corps—was sent out to Baghdad to
take control of the ist Armoured Car Group wWch
became part of the Tank Corps. Within a short time
he produced a striking change in the situation, and
in the outlook which for various reasons had been
discouraging amongst the military authorities in
Iraq. One of the earliest, and most distinguished,
of the Tank Corps' post-war recruits, he found in
his new field a scope for his spirit of mobility
greater than was possible in his old field, and his
activities proved of far-reaching effect.

In 1923 the Tanks had been granted a permanent
place in the Army and two factors combined with
the formation of the Corps to help it break out from
the state of being 'cabin'd, cribb'd, confined'. One
was the speed of the new gospel. The other was the
advent of the fast tank. And at this time Lmdsay
was appointed Chief Instructor at the RAC Central
Schools. During his two years at the Schools the
system of instruction was improved. But the most
significant change was the increased emphasis on
the tactical side of the instnirtion. A lecture on
Tire Power' that he had given to many audiences in
his Machine Gun Corps days was developed into
one that coupled Fire Power and Mobility'. He was
a good lecturer and a good talker, with a knack of
arousing interest.

After leaving the Central Schools he became
Inspector of the Tank Corps at the War Office,
and in 1929 he was appointed Brigadier, General

Staff, Egypt Command, where he remained until
1932. Whilst he was there he suggested that an
armoured brigade should be formed in Egypt, which
could have effected a considerable saving in both
manpower and money. The proposition met with
favourable reception—but eventually crashed when
it came to reducing the cavalry.

Returning to England in 193^5 General Lindsay
commanded the one experimental infantry brigade
which collaborated with the Tank Brigade on
Salisbury Plain. He was appointed Colonel Com
mandant of the Royal Tank Corps in 1938, and
during the Second World War commanded the
9th (Highland) Division. He was one of the small
band of far-seeing soldiers whose energies, prompted
by their complete faith in the arm of the future,
succeeded in keeping the tank alive during the ̂  s
and 30's against, as is now known, tremendous odds.

Major General Sir Percy C S Hobart, KBE,
CB, DSO, MC

KC . ^ U UI
From what I have heard, !t seems that probably

all his life 'Hobo' was an escapist from authority;
from Turkish captors in 1918 to viscous orthodoxy
in 1936; and he became without any doubt the
acknowledged military leader in armoured thought
and development. How did it all come about and
what was the secret of his success?

Uki

Sir Basil Liddell-Hart (right) with General Sir Percy
Hobart in 1931

Sir B L-H
Hobart, who was an instructor at the Staff

College, Quetta, and had chosen to join the RTC,
from the RE, did not really make his debut in the
Tank Corps until 1928. It is interesting to note
the great contribution the Royal Engineers made to
armoured warfare through a chain of individual
members, starting with Swinton himself. Then it
provided the commander in the field, Hugh Elles, as
well as one of his leading staff officers, G le Q
Martel, and finally PCS Hobart, who became the
outstanding trainer of armoured forces in the
period before the second war.

CONTIinJED ON PAGE 15.

Some interesting letters have survived that were
exchanged between Hobart and Lindsay, who was
Chief Instructor at the Central Schools. Hobo s
first letter, dated July 2, 1924 (while he was still a
student at the Staff College), enquired about the
line of policy in 'mechanicalisation'. This query was
followed by a spate of letters between the two arid
growth of a new conception was vividly shown in
two letters written in the summer of 1925. In one
'Hobo' asked about mobility and the 'Mongolian'
idea. He wrote about communication, speed,
artillery, and air force support. Lindsay wrote
back about efficiency in men and materials, a
Mechanised Force, and suggested that 'Hobo
should read my small book Paris or the Future of
War and Calinicus—A Defence of Chemical Warfare,
The 'Mongolian idea' referred to a study of the
strategy and tactics of Genghiz Khan's armies that
I had published in Blackzvoods in May 1924 s
study which concluded with the suggestion that
here was the mobile model which modem mech
anised forces should follow.
From the time of his transfer 'Hobo' had two

interests—the intensive development of tank tactics
and design, and a tremendous interest in the welfare
of his soldiers. Successive appointments as Com
mandant of an India Group, Second-in-Command
of the 4th Battalion RTC and command of the
Second led to his appointment as Inspector,
Royal Tank Corps, and Commander of the Brigade.
Chapter 7 of The Tanks will show you that it was
during the thirties that the tank tactics were evolved
which proved to be the foundations of the Blitzkrieg.
Based on the Purple Primer, 'Hobo' flogged his
four sometimes reluctant regular battalions to and
fro across the Salisbury Plain manoeuvre area.
They moved through all kinds of weather, by day
and, more often, by night. Speed was his signature
tune, and before long the four battalions worked
like a family who knew the plan and everjnhing
that was happening. Progress made in the develop
ment of tamt movement at night was remarkable.
Hobart gave the units plenty of practice, too. He
went on to press for an effective tank compass,
co-operation with the RAF and wireless for com
munication. The early MB/MC sets had proved
successful up to a point, but 'Hobo' managed to
get his soldiers to make them work extraordinarily
well. When he took command of your Battalion
he said:—"In my opinion, the vital thing was to
change the mentality of the officers towards wire
less", and he did.

Sir, I have seen the painting of General Hobart
which hangs in your Military Library anjl have
heard frequent stories about the look of incredulous
horror and amazement with which the soldiers
used to see him when 'Hobo' approached early in
the morning, standing in his staff car—full of
awkward questions, when he should have been by
their calculations, miles away. I still hear: "'Hobo'
always used to say .. Will you give me a citation
for him, too ?

Sir B L-H

It is difficult for one who shared in the struggle •
for the fulfilment of 'armoured mobility' to be
impartial, so it is safer to turn to other witnesses.
'Hobo's' achievements were once summed up in
The Desert Rats by Major-General G L Versey,
who wrote:—

"He had to compete with considerable difficulties
in his efforts to get his command equipped. In his
periodical reports suggesting changes in organisation
and equipment, General Hobart displayed pro
phetic powers, for the organisation that was adopted
by the time of the Invasion in 1944, and the
weapons, vehicles and other equipment with which
the troops were then supplied had almost all been
suggested in his reports of 1938 and 1939".
Tankmen will never forget the vision, leadership,

the inspiration and faith he showed and maintained
for so many years.



PROBLEMS IN RAISING COLOWIAL ARMIES

Part I - Native Armies

(The author is^^the stimulatingly knowledgeable editor of

Some years ago Jack Scruby said that based on orders for
his own figures the Colonial period ranked along side the
Ancients as second in popularity to Napoleonics. The expansion ^
of Colonial lines in all scales since then is further evidence
of the period's popularity, and whether it ranks second or third
is of little conseauence now, for many years ago it was consid- ^hBS^P
ered only a "sidcshcw". ̂ The movies "Lawrence of Arabia", "Zulu" ""

creased coverage in magazines like Wargamer's Newsletter, Table
Top Talk, The Dispatch and Tradition have inspired and sustained
interest that makes it possible for even such an erratic and '
esoteric magazine as Savage and Soldiet t6 flmirish!

I know I am going to sound obnoxious, but despite the above it is my contention that the Colonial period
has still to come of age for wargamers. This is in part due to wargamers' attitudes towards the period and
in part to the incomplete selection of full round wargames figures on the market. All figure makers have
their priorities, and the Colonial period need not be a major one. But despite the great expansion in lines
of all scales the Colonial period's needs are not as fully served as other periods. It is still not possible,
even with combining figures from different makers and lines, to create to scale according to the actual or
ganisation the British Invasion of Zululand, the Zulu Army, the Mahdist Army of any period, the Desert Column,
or the Anglo-Egyptian Army of 1896-1898. There is even some problem with the Nile Column of 1884-5 and the
Suakin expeditions,

I will not deal in this series of articles with deficiencies in the range of British Colonial figures
(such as the lack of artillery, naval brigades, cavalry and local Colonial militia) for these needs are likely
to be satisfied long before the others. Rather I would like to deal with the selections of native armies,
askari troops and Colonial troops of other nations as gaps that need priority attention to provide the variety
in the Colonial period that is found in other periods. For a glance at any list of wargames figures, from
5mm to 30mm, will show a preponderance of British troops of 1879 and 1898, almost no askaris or other
"foreigners", and an inadequate supply of native enemies that are limited to Zulus, Pathans and Mahdists
(though the Boers, too, are just beginning to make the scene). I will deal exclusively with "full-round"
v/argames figures, for as i have pointed out elsewhere the Colonial period is much better served in the lines
of German flat makers, if one only sheds the Anglo-American prejudice against flats.

The memorable history 1066 And All That claims of the conquest of Britain, "The Roman Conquest was, how
ever, a Good Thing, since the Britons were only natives at the time." This I think is a good summary of most
wargamers' attitudes tov/ards the Colonial period. The natives, being only natives, need not concern us that
much. But the raison d'etre for European Colonial armies was the existence of native armies that had to be
defeated before a land could be occupied and become a colony. Our knowledge of the African armies is far
more extensive than our knowledge of the Ancient Britons. Despite this one sees in Ancient wargames lines a
far more accurate representation of "native" Britons, "native" French (Gauls), and "native" Germans than the
native armies of Africa for the Colonial period.

In wargames most wargamers use native troops as auxiliaries to their European armies and fight a type of
Colonial battle that never took place in Africa: two European armies fighting it out with a combination of
native irregulars and Europeans. Others do raise entire native armies - Zulu impis, Pathan coalitions,
branches of the Mahdist army - but few follow, or are even able to follow the actual tribal, regimental or
army organisation of any of the three. Lack of detailed information is not entirely the reason. In addition
to the brief bibliography I have added to this article numerous articles in the Newsletter. Savage and Soldier
and Tradition have come out on Ashanti, Zulu, Ethiopian and Mahdist armies, as well as Pathan tribal organisa
tion.

The real problem for natives is figures. When I began wargaming in the Colonial period over ten years
ago there were only eight Sudanese and two Zulus in any wargaming scale (one of the Zulus was 30mm and the
other 20mm), so my grousing may seem unnecessary. Yet the expansion of the variety of native warriors still
does not represent the proper proportion of natives to Europeans, nor the proportions of different types of
troops within the native armies. Again, look at any list of the Colonial period and you will find that a com
bination of all European figures (usually all British) to all natives (unequally divided between Zulus, Sudan
ese and Pathans) is usually 2-1 or 3-1 in favour of the Europeans. This is strange, for since you need so
many more figures for a native army you would expect (or hope) that the variety of poses would give you a
chance to avoid the monotony of several regiments all waving their spears in the same way at the same time.
An impressive display of drill and discipline, but perhaps not quite the effect you want.

The reason that no accurate native army can be raised, even with the mixing of different makers and
massive conversions of other figures from other periods, is that no figure maker treats his native line with
the same care he does his European lines. This does not mean his native figures are inferior castings. Some
are more animated and even superior in quality of design (l think Suren has more fun designing his Fuzzy-
Wuzzies than most of his other figures). But for a wargamer to be able to use a type of soldier extensively
in his game there should be at least four poses for that type: an officer, a man advancing, and two other
typical poses (firing and at the ready, or throwing a spear or slashing with a sword). Any other variety of
officers and men, addition of N.C.Os, musicians, or alteration in equipment is a great joy. But it is essen
tial to have a minimal variety for the different types of uniforms and branches of service involved.



This standard is not applied universally to native lines. Officers are generally ignored, riflemen have
one pose only, specific regiments of Zulus or specific tribes are given only one representative. The li.'^res
are more often of a "standard" sort that is up to the wargamer to differentiate as he sees fit. The specific
tribal turban (Pathan) or regimental collection of feathers (Zulu) is rarely followed, or rarely given more
than one example. In both cases each should ideally be given an officer (emir, chief or indunna), one or two
men with various hand weapons (sword, spear or knobkerrie) and one or two with rifles or muskets. The Mah-
dists are an easier case because triijal and rank distinctions were found mostly in the colours and designs of
the. different patches of the jibbas. But variety in existing types and a more accurate proportion is still
needed. Fuzzy-Wuzzies are adequately covered by Suren, but it must be remembered that'they were part of a
"sideshow" and cannot be used in battles against Hicks, the Nile or Desert Columns, the Siege of Khartoum or
the Anglo-Egyptian reconquest. More "Arab" sword and spearmen are needed, more jihadiyya in different poses
with their rifles, and more emirs. The emirs, it should be noted, were not as encrusted with chainmail and
helmets as they are sometimes depicted. Rather they had longer jibbas and sometimes carried staff.s or
"sv,-agger sticks". A figure of an emir should be in a leading pose. There should be more Mahdist cavalry
tot).. Here types of weapons, saddles, even turbans and types of armour (for those who had it) varied from
oribe to tribe and could be represented. This is a need that cannot be easily remedied by using other types
of mounted figures, for despite what Jack Scruby says, his Bedouins cannot be used as Dervishes - unless
through a major conversion of both the inner.and outer man!

This concerns us so far only with expansion of existing types of natives available. There are other
types that are not represented at all. For instance, where are the Mahdist artillerymen and musicians?
V.'hat about personality figures like the Mahdi, the Khalifa, Hahmud, Osman Digna or Cetsewayo? And other
armies? The Ashanti had almost as many wars with the British in the nineteenth century as the "Kaffirs" of
South Africa did. Most Wgst African armies were well organised and even contained modern rifles, machine-
guns and artillery (Dahomey bought direct from Germany while Samori Toure of Guinea recruited French askari.s
to train his men). If we had a few Fulani and Nigerian cavalry we could combine them with the existing
Mahdist figures to make the army of Rabih fighting the French in Bornu. Should we not include the victors o'
Adowa, the Ethiopians of Henelik? You could even use them for a purely "native" war in recreating the
Mahdist-Ethiopian War of 1889. There is no need to stay in Africa. Suren, Bugle and Guidon and now Miniafa-
Figurines have helped us to branch out with Sikhs and the American V/est. Why not China, Indo-China and New
Zealand?

To all figure makers I may have offended, I realise you have your own priorities and demands. No matter
how much you expand there v;ill always be someone who is dissatisfied with some line or other. But I think it
is fair to say that to leave the native armies in their present inadequate representation is to discourage a
more active use of them in the battlefield. There are priorities in types of fi,gures most representative of
the period that are not generally followed. I hope I have indicated some directions that should be taken. If
I seem touchy, it is because so many makers seem to think that Colonial wargamers should "make do" with what
"hey have - Zulu War British for Indo-China French, Boer War British for World V.'ar I British, Australians for
Germans, Bedouins for Mahdists, If you think that fair for the Colonial period, try telling a Napoleonic
customer to use one Old Guard officer as the only officer figtire for the entire French army, or a British
ir.r-intryman as a Prussian. If he has a talent and patience for conversion he may. But would you blame him
i; 'ne refused,?

Some reliable and semi-reliable sources on Native armies:

Crowder, M. (ed.) West African Resistance, Africana Publishing Co. (Ashanti, Dahomey, Nigeria, Samori
Tcure among others).

Dreschler, H., South V/est Africa Under German Colonial Rule. Frank Cass (to be published) (Herero-Kama ..

Holt, P.M., The Mahdist State in the Sudan. 1881-1898, 2nd ed. Oxford (a good corrective for Wingate,
below.

Obichere, 3.I., West African States and European Expansion. Yale (Dahomey).

Summers, R. (Sc Pagden, C.W., The Warriors, Books of Africa, Capte Town (Matabele).

Wingate, F.R., Mahdiism and the Egyptian Sudan, Frank Cass.

Wright, M., Buganda in the Heroic Age, Oxford (Uganda).

See the magazines: Journal of African History (Cambridge University Press) especially XII Nos. 2 & 4;
and Tarikh (Longmans), especially I Nos. 1, 2, 4, 11 No. 2 and III No.2.

BATTLE REPORT OF THE MONTH - Continued from page tW

Lifeguard then completed this attack and Lord Saye's Foot came under devastating fire followed up by overwhelm
ing pressure at the push of pike. With over 100 casualties in 15 minutes, this Parliamentarian regiment, still
j-ust in order, fell back from the walls and the Royalists swarmed over. The Gentleman Pensioners attempting to
charge the Puritan gun were caught in the flank by fire from behind the hedge from Manchester's Foot and re
treated. The Puritan regiment then fell back to maintain the Parliamentary line. At this point a dust cloud
••■ras sighted on the horizon, the London Trained Bands were at the most only half an hour away! The Royalist
pikes and the heavy guns were hastily moved into position filling the gap between Chidley hamlet and the Manor
house. The musketeers battling it out with the remaining Parliamentarians, routed Lord Saye's regiment,
charged the gun and finally took the Manor house. Only the Earl of Manchester's sadly depleted Foot were left
and they were rapidly falling back to the safety of the first two Trained Bands' Regiments.

The battle ended with the Royalist's force, consisting of three still fairly strong Foot regiments and 4
guns, in control of the hamlet and Manor house. However, they had lost the initiative; the London road was
blocked and the King, upon arriving and examining the situation, reluctantly decided to pull back to Oxford,
promising his troops that they would be in London within 3 months. Both sides claimed the victory but in
overall strategic terms the Puritans had won a breathing space which as subsequent history proved thev utili=--
ed fully untix final success was achieved. j
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Must List
Two rather interesting phenomena arise this month, both understandable

and' acceptable, both intriguing. First, there is the "Discontent Factor" -
which-.-ia-.'^parked-off by progressive manufacturers who turn out new ranges
of figures far better than those already painted and on your shelves,
Second and in relation to the first, is the interesting observation that u
two of the leading manufacturers of wargames figures seem to have reserved \ ^
their greatest talents for figures of the English Civil War period. Long \
ago realising the highly fruitful aspects of this conflict for recreation Jlp Jk 1 ft
on the wargames table, I amassed quite large armies pledged to King or ^
Parliament; I'bought up all those figures used in the Wessex Military jy ^
Society's English Civil War Campaign when their owners tired of them and y^fj ̂  j ft
my painters wore out many brushes in gaily ■ attiring infantry and cavalry 1a
of the period. But the smug look was wiped off my face at the Wargames ^ ̂
Club Championships in Leicester last Autiimn when I viewed with feelings
bordering on awe and frustration, the latest out-pourings from the prolific ^*4i^
fingers of designer Peter Gilder of Hinchliffe Models Limited. There are
many who will agree with me that these are the finest that Peter has done, a statement which is also agreed
by no less an authority than John Norris, the official figure reviewer of the Pike and Shot Society - and
those lads know this period! Detailed in recent Hinchliffe adverts in Wargamer's Newsletter, the ranp in
cludes ECWl - a pikeman at "push of pike"; ECW2 - a very handy figure of a pikeman advancing with a pike con
veniently raised for wargaming. It is interesting to note John Norris's opinion that "these two figures are
perhaps rather too well equipped to be typical of the English Civil War armies, though they would not have
been uncommon. They are based on Dutch prototypes from the army in which so-any English officers of the period
had served." ECW3 has a pikeman at "charge your pike" with the pike held up at an angle by his left hand
with its butt braced against his right foot and his sword in his right hand. It is an attractive figure al
though these long pikes have a nasty habit of getting in the way on the wargames table. A fine figure for
wargaming in a characteristic pose is ECW4 - a pikeman standing holding a vertical pike. John Norris says
that "these two figures are absolutely typical of the soldiers of the period". But he is not so complimen
tary about ECW5 and 6 which are musketeers that are basically very good figures but seemed to have been
squashed in the moulding so as to give a half-round appearance. An:p?ay, ECW5 is a musketeer firing with the
musket on a rest and ECW6 is carrying a musket and a rest which he is about to plant in the ground in a
rather unusual pose. Two more musketeers, ECW7 and 8 are extremely well modelled with the first squinting
under the brim of his hat along the musket barrel while the second, John Norris says "... perfectly moulded
with truly amazing undercuts. A very good figure of a typical musketeer in an original pose." All armies
need officers and ECW9 and 10 are officers dressed in very fashionable breast, back and lobster with good
facial detail and the latter with a plumed hat and no armour - making an attractive figure

"  . An Ensign, who could be used for other purposes, is ECWll which comes with a Standard for assembly,
<-ormed of a wire spear, paper flag and cast cords and spearhead. This figure has long hair under a long
plumed morion and "is dressed in the height of fashion with a cloak thrown over his shoulders. His comrade,
ECW12 is wearing a plumed hat and is far more plainly dressed; he also comes with a Standard for assembly.
Two drummers are available to provide stimulus to the weary infantry - ECW13 is advancing, with long hair
under a plumed morion, wearing a coat with padded shoulder wings while ECW14, not quite such a good figure,
is wearing a buff coat and a plumed hat with drum sticks in his right hand. Dragoons played a big part in
warfare of this period and ECW15 is a well detailed dismounted Dragoon standing firing a firelock; he wears
a buff coat and a plain felt hat. Peter Gilder has modelled a very fine gun-team in ECV16, 17, i8 and 19,
consisting of artillerymen wearing a buff coat and a plain hat holding a ram in the righthand;
a Monmouth cap with a satchel on a shoulder belt; the third is leaning over to apply his match to the cannon,
touch hole, wearing a buff coat and plumed hat while the last crmw man is in shirt sleeves and a plain hat
and is carrying a roundshot.

When I saw these figures at Leicester, I was in the company of Bruce Quarrie, Editor of Airfix Magaz
who nearly fell over himself getting his money out to buy large numbers of them. In this he showed good
Taste because they are really quite something and I have not been able to fight with my existing armies e

^  ̂ ^ I ^
oally mention this because I have always had a great aver- ««
sion to the curtain poles that many Miniature Figurines

heads also. The first three figures are in back and breast ^
•plates and two have morion helms with plumes while a third • j
Ls a helmet with a nasal guard. The last two are in buff "Keeping in the spirit of the period,
surcoats, ECW53 wearing a helmet while ECW54 is carrying a one of the model-soldier manufacturers
nicely headed pike and wearing cavalier style hat with a mentioned herewith discusses their new
large plume. Numbers 47 and 48 are carrying their pikes E.C.V. range with his designer
over their shoulders; n'umber 40 is standing with his pike
held straight upwards whilst the remaining two are moving

"Keeping in the spirit of the period,
one of the model-soldier manufacturers
mentioned herewith discusses their new
E.C.V. range with his designer"



forward holding their pikes erect. Niimbers ECW20 and 21 are Cavalier musketeers, the latter being an out
standing figure with the soldier looking down to his musket as he re-loads. Number 20 is the same figure in
a marching position; both of these men are fully dressed in all the finery of a musketeer of the period with
little powder cases hanging from the bandolier and long hair extending down to their shoulders, with ribbons
at the knee, etc., etc. The figure numbered ECV23 is wearing a Monmouth hat and is standing in a firing
position; it is a nice figure and I imagine could be painted up to represent a musketeer of either side. SOW
12 is a drummer with a round wide hrtmmed soft hat with a plume. Finally, we have ECW43» 44 and 45 which is
a Parliamentarian musketeer wearing a buff surooat and a helmet - 45 is marching, 44 standing loading and 45

standing with his musket grounded. They are fine figures and will look superb when painted up and in mass.

Well, there we are - all very fine if the reader is wargaming in this period (and these figures are
tempting enough to make anybody do that) but what have we got for the rest of us? Seemingly there are some
good things to come if the Brighton Toy Pair is anything to go by. Airfix promise many items of the greatest
interest to wargamers including the SAM missile set; a British Scorpion light tank; a German reconnaissance
set of an Sd Kfz 222 armoured car and Kubelwagen, complete with figures. Their OO/HO range of figures will
be increased by the French Imperial Guard Grenadiers and USAF personnel and ground crew. The Battlefront
diorama series will have four new sets added to it - two covering the Siege of Stalingrad and two from the
Battle for Guadalcanal. The latter will include a 1:76 scale Jap Type 96 "Chi-Ha" tank; this will also be
available as a separate kit.

Airfix are also expanding their 1:32 scale range of polythene figures to include French Waterloo line
infantry and Highlanders while their 54™ Collectors' Series will be increased by a British 95^^ Rifleman, a
French cuirassier, an American soldier of the Revolution 1775 and George Washington. To balance Monty's
Humber kit in 1:32 scale, Airfix are now putting out a kit of Rommel's half-track, the famous Sd Kfz 250
half-track "Grief". In addition there are a number of interesting aircraft kits in 1:72 scale and also naval
vessels.

The Japanese plastic kit manufacturers have not been idle and Fujimi are releasing a 1:76 scale Valen
tine tank with further models to follow. Hasegawa are expanding their range of 1:72 scale AFV kits to in
clude an early version Tiger 1; a Panther; an 88mm anti-aircraft gun; a Schwimmwagen; a Kettenrad; two
versions of the Sd Kfz 7 half-track, one mounting a single 37mm A.A. gun, the other quad 20mm guns; a
Japanese airfield refuelling truck and a Japanese starter lorry.

It may not be generally known but Hinchliffe Model Figures have come to an agreement with Humbrol imder
which Hinchliffe concentrate on designing and producing new figures and equipment while Humbrol handle all
the marketing and publicity. This is how it came about that on the Humbrol stand at the Brighton Toy Fair
was displayed the Peter Gilder Waterloo diorama in Hinchliffe 25mm Napoleonic figures.

In addition to their Hinchliffe involvement, Humbrol are releasing a wide range of new military uniform
paints. These include a set of six colours for the Ancient period - unbleached linen, Royal purple, harden
ed leather; green leather, red leather and unbleached wool; two Napoleonic gun colours - French and British
and twelve Napoleonic uniform shades.

Lesney, the Matchbox people, intend, to ,aurge?rapidly ahead this year and, in addition to their range of
1:72 scale aircraft kits, they are publicising the first ten in a new range of 1:76 scale AFVs. These will
be a Sherman Firefly; ?z Kw 111 Ausf L; Humber armoured car; Comet Mk 1; a Panther; Puma armoured car; a
Wespe self-propelled gun; Ml6 half-track; M24 Ohaffee and a Jagdpanther. These kits are beautifully detailed
and are accompanied by a small diorama display base which can be used on its own or as part of a larger dio
rama or in a wargames setting,

Micro-Mold of 1-2 TJnifax, Woods Way, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex, are a very enterprising firm and are import
ing all sorts of items of great interest to the wargamer which would otherwise not be available. Their
latest effort is to bring in Mercator range of 1:200 scale Armottred Fighting Vehicles - a very fine ready
painted cast metal line of tanks and vehicles from Germany which extends to more than 150 different items of
tanks, half-tracks and other military vehicles. They expected the first batch by the end of March so they
should be available now. Micro-Mold go to a lot of trouble to please you — 1 am told they have spent a
fortune on modifications to patterns and new epoxy moulds for their recent Bellona item - the Log Fort. They
are still not entirely satisfied and may even make a new master! You cannot say they are not trying.

Further to that paragraph above concerning the Hasegawa plastic kits, I have just received from their
English Agent A.A.Hales Ltd., P.O.Box 33, Harrowbrook Road, Hinckley, Leicestershire, the kits of the
Schwimmwagen and Kettenrad and that of the Kubelwagen and BMW sidecar. As they only came this morning 1 have
not had time to make them up but, looking at them, they seem to be very clean kits with explicit instructions
for making up. My son aged twelve is not the world's best modeller and 1 try out these kits on him — if he
can make them and they look alright then they cannot be difficult! In due course T will let him loose on
these two and report further but, as 1 say, they both seem to be very well detailed kits that will make up
into models in 1:72nd scale to grace any modernists wargamas table.

From my old friend Cameron Robinson of Model Figures and Hobbies, Belfast, 1 have received a batch of
samples which include the latest 30mm wargames figures from SEGOM of France. These are cavalry of the
Napoleonic period, consisting of British Royal Horse Artillery, Light Dragoon and Life Guard and they are
exquisitively detailed. 1 have mentioned before (and it has been said elsewhere) that the horses of this
firm are as good as any seen around in 30 or 25Dim scale. With this 1 fully agree because their poses are
most natural and their heads held in a manner that makes them look like horses and not what passes for horses
in some other cases. Also included in the package was samples of the ENSIGN 1:1200 scale ship. Those 1 saw
were the Black Swan Class Escort, a German minesweeper and a British World War 11 merchantship SS Amora, with
a 4-inch gun. Selling at 20p for the first two and 30p for the last respectively, 1 cannot help feeling
what excellent value these little ships are for the money - there is so much accurate detail put into them
and, far more than any model soldier can ever do, when painted up and placed on a suitable seascape they look
so realistic as to be undetectable in a photograph from the real thing. Naval wargamers are indeed fortunate
in this respect which brings me round to wishing that 1 had more time to do naval battles. My book NAVAL
WARGAMES is still selling like hot cake, having gone into four or five printings and 1 am always flattered



when those people whose opinions I respect tell me that they think it is as good as any of the books I have
written. They say that it is possible for a competent writer to write about anything which is gratifying
because, quite frankly, I do not know much about warships and naval matters!

When Greenwood and Ball sent along the artwork for their advert in the last issue, they also sent me a
copy of their very nicely laid-out and illustrated catalogue. I found it most stimulating to go through,
even the 54mm miniatures which are really not my cup of tea. I particularly liked the gladiators, designed
primsrily for the single combat wargamer, they consist of a Thracian, Retiarius, Secutor and Myrmillo and
are designed by Cliff Sanderson who has also got a fine range pictured of Normans, English Civil War and
"Novelty Girls" which the catalogue hastens to assure us belong strictly to the "fun" side of the model
soldier hobby. Then there is a fine range of LASSET designed by John Tassell. I am told by those who know
that LASSET models are right up at the top of the 54mm world. The range is most extensive and consists of
German forces World War II( American War of Independence; Sudan Campaigns (I really liked these!; French
Napoleonic including the Imperial Guard and the French in Egypt; Ancients; a series of knights from the 12th
to 14th centuries; American Allied forces World War II; British Peninsular and Waterloo figures and a
brilliant British army general service wagon of World War I which is pictured here.
I have always wished that it
were possible to get these wagons
and horses in JOmm scale which is

among the foremost of 54nmi
figures particularly those in British Army full dress, Scots clansmen and Indian Army figures.

But of course the main interest for Wargamer's Newsletter readers are the GARRISON 25mm wargames figures
which' probably do not get the credit and publicity they deserve although I know a number of highly respected
wargamers whose armies are full of them, particularly Ancients. The range includes Assyrians, Persians,
Roman F|ipublic and Empire, Greece and Carthage in the Ancient range with some 20 or 50 figures in each group.
The Mediaeval range contains everything required for the period and includes knights on foot and mounted;
men-at-arms on foot, longbowmen and crossbovmien. The English Civil War range, although I have only seen
photographs, looks- good enough to slot into the first page of this review - that means they must be good!
The Seven Years War is covered by Prussians, Hungarians, Austrians, French and British and again the range
is most comprehensive. Readers will know that I have a very soft spot for wargaming in the 18th century
because I believe it to present almost everything that the wargamer needs for an interesting game. The
Napoleonic period, oddly enough, does not seem to be quite so well catered for as the others although it
has British, French, Imperial Guard, Prussians, Russians, Nassau, Austro-Hungarian and the Grand Duchy of
Warsaw in its range. Also in 25mm range are eight gladiators and also a small but interesting range
1:360 Ancient ships which the pictures indicate qualify them for the same remarks as I have made about "the
Swan Vessels sold by Model and Hobby. Send for this Greenwood and Ball catalogue although I do not know its
price.

From Peter Laing, one of my most faithful supporters, I have received a large collection of samples of
his latest figures - World War I, Crimean and a few new Ancients. Of course, when talking of these 15mm
figures one must realise that their effect when painted up is in mass and that it is Just:asrunfatr'to ex
pect them to compare with a 25mm figure as it is to place that size alongside a 54nmi figure. Nevertheless
I have played a dirty trick on Peter Laing and critically viewed some of his figures under a magnifying
glass which resulted in me being highly impressed with the amount of detail that he is able to get into _
'these little men. The Ancients he sent me included Assyrians, Romans, Gauls, British which included a nice
little chariot and crew; cavalry and a Nomadic camel archer with two men on a charging camel, which is shown
in one of the photographs below.

The Crimean War range is most extensive and enables the wargamer to include Turks in his battles to
say nothing of putting into a reconstruction of one of the actual battles of the war, all the real regiments
that were there because the range includes British Infantry, including Guards and Highlanders; French
Infantry which includes Zouaves; Turkish Infantry; Russian Infantry; British, Russian and French Artillery
men and their guns plus all the cavalry of the period including Russian Hussars, Lancers and Cossacks. In
this range I was particularly impressed with the French Infantry Standard Bearer, the British Infantry
Standard Bearer and the British 9pdr cannon. But I think the World War I figures impressed me most perhaps
because I have always had a feeling that the early stages of the I914-I8 War lend -themselves admirably to
wargaming just as the later stages are almost a dead loss on the table-top. The fighting was still open and
the continuous lines of trenches had not been formed so that there are some fine affairs to be fought, par
ticularly those around Antwerp, Ostend and the Channel ports. Peter's range includes British, French and
German infantry with Highlanders and Belgiums; artillerymen for the British, French and German guns tha-t are
obtainable and also some very nice machine-gnn teams with the gun and firer and a man feeding the belt
it. The Belgium carabinier cyclist is a very nice little model and I was impressed with the ingenuity of
the British infantrymen who were "d^g-in" - just heads and shoulders and rifles over mounds of earth. This



ZSmm Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack - 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
BN5 Line Infantry At the ready
BN6 Line Infantry Advancing ^ /
BN7 Line Infantry Standing firing ^
BN8 Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BN9 Line Infantry Officer
BN14 Light Infantry At the ready
BN15 Li^t Infantry Advancing f / f /
BN16 Light Infantry Standing firing
BNI7 Light Infantry Kneeling ready BN6
BN18 Light Infantry Officer
BN19 Rifle Regiment At the ready
BN20 Rifle Regiment Advancing
BN21 Rifle Regiment Standing firing
BN22 Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
BN23 Rifle Regiment Officer ^
BN24 Kings German Legion Hussar mounted
BN25 Light Dragoon Trooper mounted ^
BN26 Scots Greys Trooper mounted
BN27 Scots Greys Officer mounted iJn
BN28 Household Cavalry Trooper mounted j7
BN29 Heavy Dragoon Trooper mounted '
BN30 Horse Artillery crew (4 Figures) BN23

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
NF1 Old Guard Grenadier At the ready -a
NF2 Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
NF3 Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
NF7 Middle/Young Guard At the ready
NFS Middle/Young Guard Advancing
NF9 Middle/Young Guard Standing firing
NFIO Imperial Guard Officer
NFl 1 Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready NFl
NF12 Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing

. NFl3 Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
NF14 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier At the ready
NFl5 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier Advancing
NFI6 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier Standing firing
NFl7 Line Infantry Officer
NF21 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier At the rCady
NF22 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier Advancing
NF23 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier Standing firing
NF24 Light Infantry Officer
NF25 Foot Dragoon At the ready
NF26 Foot Dragoon Advancing (s
NF27 Foot Dragoon Standing firing
NF28 Foot Dragoon Officer
NF29 Lancer of the Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
NF30 Dragoon Trooper mounted
NF31 Dragoon Officer mounted al/ ̂
NF32 Dragoon Trumpeter mounted _
NF33 Cuirassier mounted

NF34 Horse Artillery Crew (4 Figures)

25niiii Artillery Pieces
Packed to be assembled as required.
A4 9pdr British Field gun (Napoleonic period)
A5 8 pdr French Field gun (Napoleonic period)

ZSmim Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS
(Sudan Expedition 1898)
BCl British Line Infantry At the ready ^
BC2 British Line Infantry Advancing ""^5^ '
BC3 British Line Infantry Standing firing^^'*<^yj\

. BC4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BC5 British Line Infantry Officer \|
BC6 Highland Infantry At the ready
BC7 Highland Infantry Advancing BCl2
BC8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
BCIO Highland Infantry Officer ^
BCl I British Lancer (Lance not supplied)
BC12 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Running
BCl3 'Fuzzy Wuzzys'Advancing " ''
BCl4 Dervish Standing firing
BCl5 Dervish AdvMcing
BCl6 Dervish Cavalryman

20mm Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
EP3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EPS Musketeer (Hat)
EP6 Musketeer (Helmet)
EP9 CromwelUan Officer mounted
EPIO Royalist Officer mounted
EPllA Cromwellian Trooper mounted '
EPllB Royalist Trooper mounted (1^4^
EP12 Drummer

EP13 Artillery crew
EP14 Dragoon dismounted
EP15 Dragoon .mounted EP14

'MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD
MP2 Grenadier Standing
MP4 Grenadier Advancing a
MP7 Grenadier Charging I K
MPIO Musketeer Loading
MP11 Musketeer Standing
MP12 Musketeer Standing firing ft yR/f
MP13 Musketeer Kneeling firing
MP14 Musketeer At the ready wp,
MP16 Musketeer Advancing
MP19 'Command Group' consisting of

two officers, one Drummer
and one Standard bearer, *

(Flag not supplied)
MP20 Artillery crew
MP21 Dragoon mounted
MP22 Caviryman mounted U \\
MP23 General/Officer mounted
MP24 Grenadier mounted MP21

20mmi Artillery Pieces
Packed to be assembled as required.
Al 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough'period)
A2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A3 Saker (English Civil War)

Infantry packs 30p. Cavalry Packs 35p. Cannons ..... 20 mm - 44p. 25 mm - 46p.
U.K. Post & Packing Rates: up to £1.25 - 16p. £1.26 to £8.00 - 35p. over £8.00 - post free



solves a great problem of digging holes in hardboard table-tops! The British ISpdr fieldgun, the French
75imn gun and the German 7.7 fieldgun come in three part kits and each of them are very nicely done. I must
confess however that I am not very happy with the cavalry horses, there is something wrong with them and they
are by no means up to the standard of the rest of the range. I am inclined to think it is because their
heads lack shape, their bodies are a bit too long and their bellies are too near the ground which makes them
look rather like very large dogs! Peter will hate me for saying this but reviews must be critical as well as
praising and I trust that he subscribes to my oft-repeated remark that it is better to' be abused than ignored!
In the letter that accompanied these samples Peter Laing said "I hope the World War I range will expand as tne
months and years go by and will extend to the Eastern front and into the I916-I9I8 period. I have modelled
but is not yet in production, some additional stances to existing figures as well as the German Jager,
Chasseur d'Alpin, Belgium infantry and cavalry. The Crimean range is nearly complete - I have some horse
artillery and a Caucasian infantryman due nut very soon. This series was suggested by Ian McLellan of South-
East Scotland Wargames Society who are putting on a sizeable game using my figures - his advice on the re
quired details of the figures has been very useful."

I am told that at the recent Nurnberg Toy Pair the Hoco Minitanks stand (their English Agents are
Richard Kohnstam Ltd) revealed that they have moved on from 1:87 scale plastic armoured vehicle models to
figures in 55mm and 1:35 scale. The first of the range consists of eight different figures depicting famous
leaders and soldiers of World War II including Rommel, Churchill, Goering, Stalin, Eisenhower and Hitler him
self. The likenesses are very good and the moulding is of a high quality.

When first I began wargaming I had a great ambition which caused me lots of trouble and burning of the
hands, to make my own moulds and t\irn out my own wargames figures. Laudable as this is, it is a hell of a
lot of trouble but may be forced upon us if the economic situation does not improve! Should that be the case
then I recommend you get in touch with K.G.Marketing Limited, 8 Front Street, Cullercoates, North Shields,
Northumberland, who are the English Agents for the Swedish Edman "Mould Your Own Figure" sets. I believe
these are half-round 40mm figures but as the little picture here shows, they can look quite good.

Our old friends Micro-Mold are the English Agents for the German MERCATOR
Group who turn out 1:200 scale metal tanks. A new item of theirs are little
mini-dioramas using their tanks on 5 5 bases - all of the materials to make -ife ' t,' vj-
these can be obtained from Micro-Mold.

Malcolm Watson of Simulations Publications U.K. put a hint of a reproach
in a recent letter to me when he said he hoped I was going to mention the . u 1 w
new boardgames! The trouble is that I do not know much about boardgames and I
can only repeat what I am told - so here is something that was recently whispered
into my shell-like ear. The very latest Simulation Publication Inc. , games to
reach this country are 'Panzer Armee Afrika' (Rommel in the Desert, April 1941
to November 1942) and 'Sniper' (House-to-house fighting in World War II). Both
are beautifully produced with the regular quotas of pre-cut card counters, hexa- .
gon terrain maps, rules and charts and there is a block of simultaneous movement
plotting charts to complement the 'Sniper' game. Board wargamers are going to ^
love them (as with other S.P.I, games, both provide every conceivable number of variations; and we think
that 'Sniper' will be particularly popular by virtue of its unusual theme. The two colour map is 22" x 54"
there are 4OO counters for a variety of armed men in various states of combat fitness; a separate sheet pro
vides tanks, trucks and half-tracks and the basic mechanics of the game are simple to follow. Price for the
game is £5.55p. Also new from S.P.I., two enormous World War II Russian Front Wargames which retail at
£7.75p each.

Phoenix Model Developments Ltd., who advertise in
this magazine have come out with .. most attractive
30mm mounted figure kits to make up the entire House-
hold Cavalry band in its present-day State dress. Each

available as a separate kit enabling the

think the pictures of these figures speak for them-

r* Airfix have recently put out in 1:72nd scale an
attractive model of the Westland/Aerospatiale SA541

"  Gazelle helicopter, with British Army markings. The
model includes pilot and co-pilot figures, fully de

tailed rotor mechanism and painting instructions for only 21p.

Peter Kemplay is another supporter of this magazine and is a jolly nice fellow as well with a great
sense of restrained enthusiasm for our hobby. The latest Lamming 25mm figures he is putting out include
Egyptians, Assyrians and Greeks with a variety of weapons - they are well detailed and easy to paint at 9P
each. The new Kemplay catalogue is packed with mouth-watering items carefully calculated to make you dip
into your pocket - it is a good buy at 50p post free.

MAZ Models of 4 Yeovil Chase, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SOOEG, have put out a new five-part kit for the_
76mm Sherman turret in their range of die-cast parts for modifying existing scale plastic kits - this one is
specifically designed to convert the Fu^imi model. At 24p plus 5p postage this is a good purchase as are the
conversion parts for the Bedford QLB Bofors tractor and the MIO their 5-inch gun motor carriage plus a com
plete kit for a 1944 Bofors gun. Send for a catalogue of the, other items on this interesting and select

For the Naval wargamer Fleetline 1:1200 scale warship models continue to come out in abundance. The
latest models are Russian P class submarine; HMS Thames (River class submarine) and a Russian N class sub
marine (nuclear): British landing.craft (multiple rocket launchers); Russian J class submarine and pA gold
range, q fleet oiler. The submarines are waterlined ana "half hull", one-piece models and retail at 50p

( CONTINUED ON PAGE Pt)



THE AMERICAN SCENE

Ma.jor Max Hay (U.S, Inf)

Enclosed is an article from the "Army Times", the unofficial U.S. Army Weekly newspaper (re-printed
below). One never knows v/here one will run into wargames or wargamers but this has to be one of the more
unusual places. Although the article implies the use of Prussian "Kriegspiel" rules I have it on good
authority that Peatherstonian rules are actually used.

As a matter of interest most West Coast wargamers use Fred Vietmeyer's "Column, line and square" rules
which are extremely detailed but lack something in realism. Since most of my games are solo I prefer the
Charles Grant rules as they have appeared in the "Military Modelling" magazine or your rules as outlined in
the book "War Games".

Unfortimately, this part of the country seems to consist of solo wargamers. Several months ago I
attended a Wargame Convention (three days in length) which has members in Northern and Western California.
Total attendance was no more than 20. The City of San Francisco does not have a club at all!

With any luck I should be attending the U.S.Army's Command and General Staff school next summer. I
plan to try and start a club at the school which is at Fort Levenworth, Kansas.

IT'S DONE IN VIETNAMESE!

Franco-Prussian War

Has New Sound at DLI

' *

AT THE DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE, Southwest War gomes
hove o language all their own — Vietnamese. The conduct of old
battles is carried on entirely in the native language to give students
the experience of using orid retaining the native words for military
terms. In this class from left ore Navy Electrician's Mote Douglos J.
Mitchell, Army Copt. Elbert S. George, Novy Lt. (jg) Jerry K. Brown,
instructress Nguyen Thi Hoi, AF Airman Bruce M, Hobbs, AF AlC
William E. Mills Jr., end Army SFC Peter E. O'Neil.

» e r u/Miv ADwirDeirr- Due to consUntly changing situations on theBy SpS HOLLY ARNEBERG miniature battlefield, stereotyped responses, such as
FORT BLISS. Tex. — Welcome to the General Staff the students memorize in their dialogues, will not

Game Room of the Defense Language Institute, j suffice. The student must actively ihink the language
Southwest Branch. ' in order to survive on the battlelield.
Here students engage in a simulated "battle" with There are no Tbicu's or General Giap's here — the

LKeir classmates. But contrary to the usual end, the armies used in the DLISW General Staff Game Room
object is not to win "battles", but to increase a grg the French and Prussian of the 1800's. The rules
student's knowledge and understanding of the Viet- are derived from those used by the Prussian Imperial
namese military vocabulary. Staff during their tabletop strategy games from 1830-

1870.

Though there might appear to be a considerable
lack of application to today's airplanes, machineguiis.
and tanks, there Is a great deal of similarity. Basic
tactics and strategy remain unchanged. The flank and
rear attacks, enfilading fire, and the correction of
artillery fire are not just modern concepts.
Since the games are basically a learning situation,

strict historical accuracy of terminology or use of
troops is not required, but there are specific rules
governing the movement of troops and equipment.
The game runs like a complicated combination of
chess and Stratego, with the side which is better able
to communicate most often being the winner.
Instruction sheets are distributed to the students

the day before play begins so that each individual can
become familiar with the basic rules and formations.
Wall charts of unit values, firing ranges, and battle
casualties in the game room provide quick eyeball
reference as needed throughout the play.
After a minimal English briefing, a 10-man section

is divided into two teams, with balancing language
capabilities, and an ASA Technical Language Advisor
is assigned as a consultant for each team. The
Vietnamese instructor of the section stays with the
group and actively participates in the ensuing
military conversation. The student learns to "think" in
the target language in order to succeed in tiie game,
and the instructor has an opportunity to broaden his
or her comprehension of military topics. Several
additional benefits have been noted in the early use
of this technique, such as variety in training and

'  increased use of "other than military" target lan
guage. This last, particularly, in question and
discussion periods, tends to make the students aware
that they reaUy know more of the language than they
had realized ' ,
Sp6 John Nichols, of the Training Aids Department

of DLfSW, the originator of Uie DLfSW Genera! Staff
' Game Room, says that the "war games" have been

i very helpful for practical application of the Vietnam-
1 ese language, as well as providing the sfudeat with a
1 welcome break in the daily classroom routine.

MUST LIST - COHTINUED FROM PAGE £9

while Gold range cost 90p and is a kit of parts as is the landing craft at 40p. These water line models are
far cheaper but equally well moulded as the difficult to obtain and much more costly German and other Conti
nental counterparts.



BRIDLE MODELS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO 8HA

NEW GLASS DISPLAY CASES with wood bases, thin black edging
to glass corners, a high quality product.

Type, Int. dimen. (approx.) and Price (including VAT):

124 8i" X Ai" X £5.35 54m 54" x 24" x 5" £2.95
172s 9" X 64" X 4" £6.20 54s 2^' x 24" x 4" £1.65
172 75 3"t 114" X 74" X 54" x 3" X 54"

Larger cases can be made to order. Postage and packing 25p per
case; two or more 35p. Protect your work from the 'finger prodders'.

HISTOREX. We stock all of the range and can supply any horse
position from stock with a mounted kit. We have one of the largest
stocks of Hlstorex spares in the Home Counties, S.A.E. for spares
list. Mounted kits £1.65. Foot kits 80p. Historex catalogue 90p
(post free). ARMOUR ACCESSORIES. New W.W. 11 Germans at
65p per kit. No. 1. Running, jackboots, helmet. No. 2. Standing,
gaiters, helmet. No. 3. Kneeling, jackboots, helmet..

LASSET. Ail the new figures and a complete stock of all 54mm foot
and mounted. S.A.E. for list. Mounted £4.75. Foot £1.20.

SANDERSON. Ail stocked including SN102, Girl in hip bath, SAN28,
Cavalier sitting position, SAN2, Norman foot soldier standing with
shield and sword. All at 95p each. S.A.E. for list.

MINOT 30mm and GARRISON 25mm. Ail are stocked and all new
figures as released. S.A.E. for list.

HINCHLIFFE. The complete stock carried including the new 75mm
figures by Ray Lamb. See Hinchliffe advertisement in this issue for
the new releases or send for the New Cctalogue 50p (post 6p);
white list 6p (post 3py.

SERIES 77. New 54mm kits. Stage One. British Life Guards 1660-
1973; 1/1 Gentleman, Horse Guards 1660; 1/2 Trooper Horse Guards
1684; 1/3 Officer Life Guards 1815; 1/4 Trooper Life Guards 1833;
1/5 Trooper Life Guards 1939-45; 1/6 Trooper Life Guards 1973.
All kits £1.45 each. Miniature Bust Kits. B1/1 Napoleon 1815; B1/2
Saxon Guard Officer 1900, both at £1.70 each. Trophy of Arms Kits.
Landsknecht 16th century. T1/1 Armour £2.45; T1/2 Pole-arms £1.95;
Tl/3 Musket £1.55; T1/4 Lrossbow £1.15; T1/5 Swords 75p. Send
S.A.E. for list ot al l Series 77. We stock all the figures by Pat Bird.
OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by: Rose, Trophy Miniatures, Men 0'
War Phoenix (catalogue 12p), S.E.G.O.M. (free list, post 3p). Mono
gram, Airfix, Revell, Tamiya kits. Campaign, Humbrol and Historex
paints, and many things for the military modeller.

TROPHY. All 54mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1,
French Musketeer 1665 90p, Landsknecht £1, Samurai £2.20.
i^Iounted: 13c Knight £2.25, Byzantine Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal
Ney £2.25, Murat and ADC £4, Samurai £3.65, Sythlan Cavalryman
£2.50.

STADDEN 54mm foot catalogue 20p (post 4p). Mounted Kits £1.90,
Stadden 99 £2.80. S.A.E. for list. 30mm list 15p (post 4p).

JACKBOOT full range of W.W.11 carried, list S.A.E.
BOOKS. NEW from Sphere: 1815 'The Armies at Waterloo' by Ugo
Pericoli, good value at £2.95, post 15p. A wide range of books m
stock by Osprey, Aimark, Blandford, Arms 8t Armour, Funcken In
cluding the English version cf 'Uniforms of the Napoleonic Wars'
Vols. 1 & 2 £2.75 each (post 25p for one or two books). PAINTS.
New Horse Colours from Campaign at 45p a set (post 12p).

AMERICAN FIGURES now in stock by imrie/Risley, Cavalier, Bugle
& Guidon, Old Guard, Vallance and Valiant. In the near future we
wil l be the only model shop in England selling a New set of
6-inch figures from Canada retailing at about £4.50, subjects range
from Ancient Greeks to Napoleonic. Look for more detail^
next month.

ANIMATING and PAINTING. We stock some painted figures but
most of our work is by clients' commission - ail work to exhibition
standard, even 25mm, DIORAMAS by arrangement, to client require
ments. Our charges for a 'Wargame' standard of painting (25mm
only) are half our normal rate. S.A.E. for list Indicating your pre
fer© n c G

GREENWOOD & BALL NEW Catalogue 40p, post 5p

MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U K. only. -o,
up to £3 12p, over £3 FREE. 01
Overseas mail (Surface) add -o

20%.

=■5
Shop hours 9.15 to 6.00.

Sundays 10.00 to 1.00. ^ towestClosed Monday. Wickh^ Rd
Easy Parking,

Why not visit us? The map B 'Z
should help you find us. * ^

15mm KSi5iV^E'i''g,iuG ANCIENTS-Now Romans & AssyriansI  II III I from peter laing
NEW ANCIENTS
F413 Assyrian archer 4p
F414 Assyrian shield bearer 4p
F415 Assyrian infantry standing with spear 4p
F416 Assyrian light infantry with raised spear 4p
M405 Assyrian cavalryman Bp
A407 Nomadic camel archer, camel charging

OTHER NEW ITEMS

(2 men) 12p M406 Roman c
OTHER ANCIENTS AVAILABLE
F401 Greek hoplite 4p F408 Persian archer, firing
F402 Persian immortal 4p F409 Greek slinger
F403 Mede infantry, with spear F410 Greek javel inman

and shield 4p F411 Spartan hoplite
F404. Persian infantry, with spear 4p F412 Theban hoplite
F405.Greek archer, kneeling 4p M401 Persian horseman,
F406 Thracian peltast, with spear walking

F417 Roman legionary marching 4p FEUDAL
F418 Roman standard bearer marching 4p ivi209Moi
F419 Roman trumpeter marching 4p
F420 Roman centurion marching 4p AWI
F421 Roman legionary standing 4p P321 Sta
F422 Roman centurion standing 4p F322 Rifli
M406 Roman officer mounted Bp F323 ind

M403 Scythian archer (mounted) Bp
firinc 4d ^"04 Cataphract . . . 8p

FEUDAL
M209 Mou nted knight, closed helm (cAD1300) Bp
AWI
P321 Standing rifleman in hunting shirt 4p
F322 Rifleman in hunting shirt, firing 4p
F323 Indian scout with musket at trail 4p

and shield
F407 Standing Greek gymnet 4p walking op A4Ud

?423 -Jallio iiiiefttiin v^ith standard
F424 British chieftain with raised sword
F425 Gallic infantryman with raised spear
F426 Gallic infantryman marching with spear
M407 Gallic cavalryman
A4O8 British chariot (3 pt kit)
A4O9 Two man crew for A4®8
A4IO Galloping horse for A4O8 (2 regd)

4p M402 Greek horseman,

4p A401 Chariot (3 part kit) 16p
4p A402 Two man Persian chariot
4p crew 6p
4p A403 Horse for chariot (2 reqd) 6p

,  A404 Elephant 16p
8p A405 Howdah with driver,

!  archer & spearman Bp
8p A406 Camel with lancer 10p

1 R m m metal figuresI o 1 1 11II from peter laing CRIMEAN WAR
These figures cover the Crimean War period and feature British, French, Turkish and Russian figures.
F801 British infantry, private advancing,

Albert shako 4p
F803 British infantry officer, Albert shako 4p
F805 British infantry private advancing,

pork pie hat 4p
F807 British guards drummer 4p
F809 British guards standard bearer 4p
F802 British infantry drummer, F814 Fri

Albert shako 4p ai
F804 British infantry standard F816 Fn

bearer, Albert shako 4p F818 Fn
F806 British guardsman F820 Tu

advancing 4p F822 Ru
F808 British guards officer 4p hi
F810 Highland regt. private F824 Ri

adv^....;ng 4p ai
F812 Highland regt, officer A804 Br

F814 Fre

F811 Highland regt. drummer
F813 Highland regt. standard bearer
F815 French infantry drummer
F817 French infantry standard bearer
F819 Turkish infantry advancing
F821 Russian infantry private advancing,

helmet

F823 Russian Infantry officer, helmet
A801 British 9-pdr cannon (3-part kit) 12p
A802 British gunner with sponge, Albert

shako 4p
A803 British gunner with handspike,

Albert shako 4p
A806 Russian gunner with sponge, cap 4p

nch Infantry private A807 Russian gunner with portfire,
4p advancing 4p cap

F816 French infantry officer 4p M801 British hussar charging
"p F8I8 French Zouave advancing y ^803 British light dragoonF820 Turkish officer 4p charging
4p F822 Russian infantry drummer, mboc4p helmet 4p ^ charging

F824 Russian infantry private >^807 Russian hussar chargin.
4p advancing, cap 4p M808 Russian lancer charging
4^. A804 British gunner with portfire 4p M802 British lancer charging

M801 British hussar charging
M803 British light dragoon

charging
M805 Scots Grey charging

"4

S RuLil" lanrercSns' Z
M802 British iancer charging 8p

p Send a long s.a.e. for details
8p (and sample figure; of

other 15 mm ranges. Ancients,
8p Marlburian, Feudal, English
®P Civil War, American War of

 World War I.

From: PETER LAING, 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY, SOUTHBOROUGH, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT TN4 OUB
Post and Package extra. Orders up to £1—12p; £2—14p; £3—16p; £4—18p; over £4 free. (Tel. 0892-2991)



BRITISH ARMOIIR IN ACTION by
Norm, Steve Clayton.

6^") pages;
Illustrations; 109 photographs and
numerous line drawings. Squadron/
Signal Publications - ̂ 3.95).

This is No. 9 in the ARMOR
Series created by Uwe Feist and, for
my money, is the best of them all. '^''ii.'-'-'S?iW^SS^TOHBBM81BIHiaUHlBwHHIi^^^^^^^^^31BB^B
Of course, being an ex-World War II
tank man myself I am perhaps a little biased but these 50 pages of brilliant photographs of British tanks,
pre-1939 and up to the arrival of the Grants and the Shermans in the Desert in 1942, are not only full of
nostalgia but of the greatest value to the World War II wargamer. The book deals with the early history of
British tanks in the 1930s with a host of photographs including much of the earliest days in the Desert.
Then comes specific sections on the Matilda infantry tank Mk II, the cruiser Mks I and II; Crusader II; the
British M III Grant; the Valentine; the Honey (M5A3 Stuart) all illustrated by some of the finest tank
photographs I have ever seen.

This booklet is thought to be obtainable from Almark in Great Britain as is a companion voliune sent to
me in their Aircraft Series GUN SLINGERS IN ACTION, dealing with American Army aviation during the Vietnam
War. Although I have no particular interest in aircraft nor do I fight present-day wargames, I found this
to be a most interesting book with its host of fine photographs, diagrams and colour illustrations of the
various types of helicopter (gun ships) used by the American forces in Vietnam. I simply had no idea that
they were so involved and capable of mounting such fantastic armament. This is a book that you should read
if you wish to keep really up-to-date with warfare as it is today - I must admit it seems to have escaped me
rather more than somewhat!

COLOUR GUIDE TO GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS 1933/45 by J.L.de Smet. (7" x 5"; ̂ 5 pages with each alternate
page in colour. Arms and Armour Press - £2.40p).

Intended as a basic pocket-guide on German Army uniforms and personnel equipment 1933-1945, this book
was manufactured and produced in Holland before it was decided to market it to a wider English speaking
readership. The material shown is regulation issue although almost anything could be worn in any combina
tion due to wartime conditions. The text shows many of these variations in a book that is to be the first
in a series of all colour handbooks depicting the uniforms, insignia and accoutrements of the armed forces
of the Third Reich. The book covers uniforms from the elaborate garb of the Generalfeldmarschalle and
Generale to those of the private soldiers and N.C.Os upon whom the Reich's success depended, ^he book
illustrates the tunics, caps, breeches, shoulder straps, collar patches and rank distinctions of the German
Army together with illustrations of the basic personal equipment such as pistol holsters, map cases, motor
cyclists goggles, ammunition pouches, belts and carrying straps. An almost indispensable guide to the World
War II wargamer who wishes his troops and equipment to be accurately portrt-yed.

That well-known and invaluable bookseller A.A.Johnston of Pitney, Langport, Somerset TAIO 9AF, has
published a list of books put out by the MARITIME RE-PRINT SERVICE which seem to be re-prints in facsimile
on quality cartridge paper, bound in dark blue cloth, of books published back in the 19th century and in the
early days of this century. The list includes such choice titles as NAVAL ACTIONS OF THE WAR OF 1812 (pub
lished 1897); FOilB MOBERN NAVAL BSgASBMENTS; Historical, Strategical, Naval (published in 1902 and covering
Lissa 1866, Chile/Peru War 1879-81; Chilean Revolution 1891 and Brazilian Revolution 1893/94); REMINISCENCES
OF THE BALTIC FLEET OP 1855 (Published 1895): 0'BYRNES NAVAL ANNUAL for 1855; THE NAVY UNDER THE EARLY
STUARTS AND ITS INFLUENCE ON ENGLISH HISTORY; IN THE WAKE OF THE EIGHTEEN'TWELVERS - Fights and Flights of
Frigates and fore-'n'-afters in the War of 1812-1815 on the Great Lakes (published 1913) and THE NAVY OF THE
RESTORATION by Air Chief Marshal A.W.Tedder, published in 1916, this covers the Second Dutch War and con
tains a very fine bibliography for the period I658-67.

The following two books are volumes 17 and 30 of the Rhodesiana Reprint Library - a series printed in
Rhodesia. The re-publication of these early books has the objects of honouring the men and women who
pioneered Rhodesia and to promote a wider interest in that country's history.

THE DOWNFALL OF LOBENGULA by W.A.Wills and L.T.Collingridge, (8f" x 5f"; 347 pages. Many photos and 3
maps) was first produced in 1894 and most of the actual writing was carried out by five contributors whilst
others supplied notes, sketches and photographs. The background and history of the Matabele is given in the
first four chapters. The middle chapters deal with actions that took place during the campaign of 1893. The
closing chapters deal with obituaries of those killed, the lives of the men involved, and a description of
the lands that made up the affected colonies. The book is well illustrated with photographs and line draw
ings. Of the three excellent maps; two deal with routes taken by the columns in their advance to Bulawayo
and theShangani Patrol, and the other map deals with the Battle of Imbembesi. The text suffers from having
so many different authors and this makes it difficult to read at one sitting. However, the chapters on the
organisation and routine in the Columns, written by one of the Commanders is excellent.

THE JAMESON RAID (8f" x 5f"; 306 pages. Many plates and 2 maps) was first written in 1950 by Hugh
Marshall Hole who at the time of the raid was an official in Rhodesia, and knew most of the individuals who
were concerned in the raid. As the book was written thirty years later the author was able to view events
in perspective and exercise some judgment. There are many photographs of the principal people involved and
two maps. This is an excellent book showing how events developed and how wishful thinking was substituted
for hard facts - well recommended. (Reviewed by V.Betenson).



LOOKING AROUND
AlRFIX MIGAZINE - March 1974. The Engineer and Ordnance Units of the 8th Army in the Desert by John Sandars;
Renaissance Warfare - The Turks by George Gushj 54n!m Modelling German Mountain Trooper with Mule by Roy
Dilley; Organisation and Equipment of the Irish Army; Modelling the PzKw III Recovery Vehicles; details of
the latest items at the Brighton Toy Pair; reviews of books and models. April 1974. Renaissance Warfare -
The Turks; British Army Uniforms I66O-I9OO by Bryan Fosten; Scratch-building Humber FVI6II 'Pig' in 1:76
scale; Updating the Leopard; 8th Army in the Desert (final instalment of this superb series); extensive re
views of the latest books, figures, rules, etc., etc.

ARQUEBUSlER - Magazine of the Pike and Shot Society - March/April 1974. Full of stirring items for the Pike
and Shot wargamer such as Collecting an English Civil War Army; The Ottoman Empire and its Army I4OO-I7OO;
review of the latest figures in this period; The Civil War in Scotland; The English Army During the Invasions
of France 1515-1545; Early Artillery; The Civil War in Cheshire; plus reviews of the latest.figures, books,
etc., etc.

BAlTLEFLEET - Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society, U.K. - Vol. 7. Ho.5. Contains articles on the Huascar
1377-1879; Flower Class Corvettes; plus an interesting Ancient battle report Viking sea fight. Ho.4. - The
Fotemkin Mutiny; Early British Destroyers; Carrier Wargames Rules. No.5. - Navies of Middle Earth; Carrier
Operation in World War II, plus all the usual features, reviews, etc.

THE BULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society - No.l. 1974. Contains all the usual reviews of their
activities, reviews of books, figures, plates, etc., and articles on The York Rangers 1795-1796; Formation
and Instrumentation of the Bands, Driuns, Fifes and Pipes of the Five Regiments of the Brigade of Guards;
Simple Conversions by Roy Dilley; Bandellierreuter Thirty-Years War; Hadrian's Wall; World War I Recollec
tions of a member plus twelve full pages of photographs.

THE COURIER - Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association - Ho.7. Wargame Rules 1750-1820; Foreign
Intervention in the Spanish Civil War; Siege of Danzig 1807 re-fought as a wargame; Report on a Colonial
-A-argame; The Windage Myth. No.8. Re-fought Eylau 1807 by Fred Vietmeyer; Armies of Gustavus Adolphus in
the°Thirty Years War; Painting the Roman Army; Solo Wargaming; Boers; The First Day at Gettysburg; Wargames
Pules 2000 B.C. to 2000 A.D., plus reviews of books, figures, etc.

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMES SOCIETY Club Magazine - April 1974. Lively little Club magazine still going strong
with news of figures, books, etc., and articles on the Zulu War; Wargaming a Platoon Action 1939-45, etc.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - The Journal of the American Military Institute - December 1975. Of particular interest
to wargamers, are articles on The Crimean War in the Pacific. February 1974. Proposed German Operations
against Great Britain in 1941; The Development of British Military Medicine 1795-1814; The American Experi
ence in Vietnam; plus superb reviews of books, articles, museums in the greatest depth-- strongly recommend
ed for the "serious" historian collector.

MILITARY MODELLING - April 1974. Full report on the London and Brighton Toy Fgirs; Uniforms and Colours of
The 15th/19th Hussars; British Colour Schemes of the Desert War 1940-1943; Imperial Yeomanry of the Boer
War; Uniforms of the Luftwaffe; Making an A.C.W. Limber; Wargames for the Younger General; plus reviews of
all the latest figures, kits, books, etc. May 1974. British Cavalry Helmets; Uniforms and Colours of the
British Army; Board Wargames; Zulus; Scratch-building the Marder II; German Army Field Equipment; Uniforms
of the Luftwaffe; Vehicle Disguises of the Desert War; Wargames for the Younger General; plus illustrated
reviews on books, figures, etc.

MINIATURE WARFARE AND MODEL SOLDIERS - February 1974. Napoleonic Wargame Rules; Anti-Guerilla Tactics in
Asia from 1946; The Rise of the Zulu Empire; The Russo-Japanese War 1904-5; Solo Wargaming; 18th Century

'Boardgame. March 1974. Napoleonic Wargaming; American Civil War game report; The Rise of the Zulu Empire;
Review of the game "The Fall of Rome"; Solo Wargaming; Russo-Japanese War; Lansquenets and Reitres. April
1974. Culloden; Artillery from the 19th Century to World War I; The Ancient Armies of Imperial Rome; Micro-
wargames; plus usual reviews of figures, books, etc.

MODEL BOATS - April 1974. Numerous items on Ancient warships including details and plans of the German
Battleship Schleswig-Holstein.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - January 1974. This stimulating magazine contains articles on 30mm Flats for Colonial
V/ars; A German South-West Africa Wargame; Japanese Soldiers I90O; The French Army in Indo-China; plus fine
reviews of books, figures, etc., dealing with the Colonial period.

SIGNAL - No,54 and 55. Contains all the latest news on Conventions, boardgames, figures, models, books,
prints and films. Well worth having to keep up to date.

SOLDIER - April 1974. Contains well illustrated articles on The Cheshire Military Museum; Signals in the
Modern Army; Cycling Soldiers; Military Models and latest news of the British Army's adventures. May 1974.
The Royal Fusiliers Military Museiun; The Training of Tank Crews; Treatment of Casualties in War; plus fine
reviews in each of books, records, figures, kits, while the day-to-day Diary of the Army's activities is
most useful.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS - No.41. This plushy magazine contains articles on Mechanised Warfare 1935-40; The
Russo-German War 1941-45 in the greatest depth and includes a free boardgame of armoured combat 1937-1940
KAMPFPANZER.

TRADITION - No.75. This is a special Indian Cavalry issue No.2., and is a mine of information for the
Colonial wargamer, containing details of eleven Indian Cavalry Regiments plus innximerable photographs and
coloured plates.
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i.1- ^ ° Battalion, The Royal Regiment of Wales, seen during exercisesin the Osnabruck area of Germany. The FV 452 is a versatile armoured vehicle, providing
protection to infantry detachments. Its basic role is to transport up to ten infantry
men in full battle order, plus a commander and driver. For this role, it can be fitted
with a 30mm cannon, or it can be modiefied to act as a carrier for the 81mm mortar.
Wombat and Swingfire guided missiles, or as an armoured command post, recovery vehicle
or ambulance.

(Photography by Major R.P.Smith, RRW) (Supplied by courtesy of Public Relations,
Ministry of Defence).

WALL MODELS Ltd
Directors;

Eric W. Knowles
Ivy B. Knowies

373 High St. North, Manor Park, London El2 SPG Tel. 01-472 2508

Open to 6 p.m. each evening
Closed all day Thursday WE SPECIALISE FOR THE WARGAMER

AND MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTOR

COLLECTOR RANGES

75 mm. Hinchliffe

WARGAMING RANGES

25 mm. Miniature Figurines, Hinchliffe,
Garrison

54 mm. Hinchliffe, Lasset, Phoenix, Rose,

Sanderson

15 mm. Miniature Figurines
5 mm. Heroics, MicroTanks

MILITARY KITS IN 1/35th, 1/48th, 1/72nd & 1/76th scale & 1/700th scale warship.s by
Bandai, Eidai, Fujimi, Hasegawa, Italaerei &Tamiya.

FLEETLINE 1/1200th scale waterline ships.

Mail Order Terms: Under £5 add 15p post & packing. Over £5 post free.

Overseas Rate: 30% Surface Mail, 60% Air Mail.



V  Where all the leading makes, of model

mV /iM soldiers. Flats, plastic and metal kits,A,l \ //III connoisseur and wargame figures are fully
^ \ //II stocked: together with all painting and

tw/ conversion accessories essential to the
Military Modeller.

6—1^ We also stock, early British and Con-
[ a A TO /W tinental antique toy soldiers, books,

plates, old prints, bronzes and
porcelain of military Interest.

'Under Two Flags'
4 St. Christopher's Place, Wigmore Street, London W.l.
Telephone: 01-935 6934

LATEST PUBLICATIONS AND MODELS FROM:
Arms & Armour, Almark, Blandford, Pan, Sphere, Osprey 'Men at Arms ,
The Roman Army, The British Army in The Crimea, Wolfe's Army, The
Kings German Legion, together with all the series of these informative

books.

'ZInnflguren' by Neckel . . . Henry VIII . . . The Field of the Cloth
of Gold. A splendid historical renaissance panoply, also many other sets

by different makers.
Superb new model from 'Trophy' 17th Century Polish 'Winged Hussar

and other imaginative quality castings. . , ^ , ,
New 54 mm. British Light Dragoon 1015 mounted on spirited horse In

combat by MInot.
British Light Infantrymen by Lasset, and all that Is the b^ In models
from: Sanderson, Men O' War, Rose, Series 77, Stadden, Hlnton Hunt,
Ensign, HInchllffe, Hlstorex, Imrle/Rlsley, Garrison, Old Guard,

Greenwood & Ball.

I  t I Op«n Mon.-Stt. 10>6 p.m.

WIGMOHE STREET

OXFORD STREET

Regret no lists
available but mail

orders supplied on

any specified items.

Campaign Colours;
Campaign Colours are a range of OIL-BOUND POSTER
PAINTS especially developed for all types of Modelling work.

Good news for Campaign Colour users. We market one of
the best model paints - we think so and you keep telling
us in your letters. So, after numerous requests, we have
brought out a high class sable brush to complement the
paint. (We tried several manufacturers before we found
one that met our requirements.) Of the finest Kalinsky
Sable it is by far the best one we have tried. The range
consists of six sizes - 000, 00, 0, 1, 2, and 3.
Prices are - 30p, 32p, 34p, 36p, 40p and 50p respectively.
Available from your dealer or direct from us. Incidentally,
Campaign Colours are eminently suitable to use with
Badger air-brushes.
COLOURS AVAILABLE: White, British Scarlet, Orange, Yellow,
Yellow Ochre, Chassenr Green, French Blue, Sky Blue, Brown, Black,
Royal Blue, PmSBian Dragoon Bine, Rifle Green, French Artillery
Green, Military Grey, Crimson, Flesh, Gold Powd^, Silver Powder,
Varnish Media, French Red, Chestnut Brown, Bnckskin Buff, Khaki,
Polish Crimson, Tank Steei Grey, Grass Green, Sand, German Field
Grey, British Dark Green, U.S. Olive Drab, German Red-Brown.
New Prices:- Standard jars Up, Gold Powder 20p, Varnish Media 9p.
Please note: Horse Colours are in kit form only at 47p per kit. (All
prices including V.A.T.)
Postage and packing. Orders over £1 POST FREE IN THE U.K.
Under £1 please add 15p.
Europe box of ten. Surface Mail 85p, Air Mail £1.30.
U.S.A. box of ten. Surface Mail 80p, Air Mail £1.55.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED

To customers and dealers in the U.S.A., Campaign Colours
are now available from Coulter-Bennett Ltd., 12158 Hamlin
Street, North Hollywood, California 91606, and Armour
Miniatures, Box 45, Dutch Lane Road, Marlborough, New
Jersey 07746.

Campaign Colours;
25 and 31 Princes Avenue. Hull Hl» 3RX Tel: 0482-407447

Wholesale Dept. now open at

SOLDIERS
36 KENNINGTON ROAD, LONDON S.EI,

Retail Dept. maintained with weii over

100 Different lines
LAMBETH NORTH TUBE - NEAR IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM

SOLDIERS - 36 KENNINGTON ROAD • LONDON S.E.1.



f^HINCHLIFFE MODELS
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

LTD.

April 1974 additions to Range

20 mm. EQUIPMENT 25 mm. FIGURES

20/30 Russian World War II 7.2c.m. rf 22 Prince Rupert and dog
Howitzer pp General Fairfax

20 mm. RUSSIAN FIGURES AG 9 Arab Mercenary archer
RU 1 Russian Infantryman in great- ACW30 Union Infantryman, advanc-

coat, advancing jng

RU 2 Russian Infantryman in great
coat, advancing with sub- tdnui AVAII AHI P
machine gun mvmilmblp

RU 3 Russian Infantry Officer in 54 mm. WORLD WAR I RIDjRS
greatcoat, advancing _ .

R 4 British Driver, both hands on
RU 4 Russian Artilleryman, with reins

shsll
R 5 British Driver, right hand with

RU 5 Russian Artilleryman, kneeling whip

RU 6 Russian Artilleryman, with R 6 British Driver, half turned in
binoculars saddle to left

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHUFFE MODELS LTD.

HEROICS FIGURES
l/300th scale cast metal figurines. Strict scale, 1mm = 1ft

Romans

MARl Roman Legionaries
MAR3 Roman Lt Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archers

MARS Roman Cavalry

Napoleonic Wars
MFNl French Infantry

MFN4 French Voltigeurs
MFN5 Old Guard Grenadiers
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval

MFN2 Guard Lancers

MFN3 French Ft Artillery
MBNl British Infantry

MBN5 Highlanders
MBN4 British Riflemen

MBN2 British Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys

MBN3 British Ft Artillery

American Civil War

MACWl Federal Infantry

MACW2 Confederate Infantry

MACW3 Skirmishers

MACW4 Cavalry

MACW5 Artillery

Second World War Infantry

GRl German Infantry

GR2 German Inf. Hy. Weapons
BRl British Infantry

BR2 British Inf. Hy. Weapons

Second World War Artillery
GAl Pak38, SdKfzlO & crews
GA2 8.8cm, SdKfz7 & crews
GA3 10.5cm fH, SdKfzll & crews
GA4 Pak38, SdKfz251 & crews
BAl 6pdr, Bren carr & crews
BA2 25pdr, Qdad & crews

Each Pack contains 50-55 men or 21 cavalry, or 3, 4, or 6 guns.
See your local model shop, or we trade Mail Order. Send sae for lists
Heroics Figures. 22 Mowbray Court, Mowbray Road, London SE19 2RL



PETER KEMPLAY
Military Miniatures - Paintings - Books - Prints

MAILORDER - DISTRIBUTION - EXPORT

Peter Kemplay,
Framlingham,

Woodbridge,
Suffolk.

Tel: Framlingham 723708

The leading Specialist Distributors of Military Models in the U.K. Sole world trade distributors
for the products of Norman Newton Ltd. Dealers in fine military prints, paintings and antiques.
Complete studio service: PAINTED FIGURES, DIORAMAS, CHESS SETS, MUSEUM DISPLAY
SERVICE and RESEARCH.

SPENCER-SMITH

MINIATURES
25 mm Plastic Wargames Figures -
the really inexpensive way of build
ing up enormous armies or 'dabbling'
in other periods!

Whilst these figures do not possess
the sharpness of detail achieved with
metal figures they are extremely
cheap and capable of conversion to
many other types. All figures are
sold in bags as follows:-

NAPOLEONIC

Bag of 24 British Lifeguards (trotting)
Bag of 24 Lancers (galloping)
Bag of 24 Hussars (charging)
Bag of 80 Russians/Prussians/Bavar
ians infantry (mixed)

Bag of 80 French Infantry (3 types
mixed)

Bag oif 4 Cannon (2 field & 2 Howitzer)

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

(suitable for conversion for Seven
Years' War)

Bag of 24 Field Officers Mounted
Bag of 24 Dragoons (4 off, 20
troopers)

Bag of 80 Infantry (3 mounted off,
6 foot off, 6 drummers, grenadiers
and batt. co. privates)

Bag of 30 Artillerymen and 4 cannon
(2 field and 2 howitzer)

Bag of 4 Cannon (2 field and 2
howitzer)

Bag of 80 Frontiermen and Indians
(3 types of each)

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Bag of 24 Cavalry (walking) suitable
also as Staff officers

Bag of 80 Infantry (12 off, 6 buglers
plus enlisted men)

Bag of 30 Artillerymen (officers,
buglers and gunners)

MODERN ARMY

Bag of 30 Infantry (assorted officers,
riflemen, mortar gunners, machine
gunners, etc., etc.)

PRICES

Bag of 24 cavalry £1.20
Bag of 80 infantry £1.20
Bag of 30 artillermen plus
4 guns £1.60

Bag of 4 cannon £1.00
Bag of 30 artillerymen ... 60p

WARGAMES
RESEARCH GROUP

- Accepted as standard works by
numerous groups and societies
throughout the world, ^

RULES

Ancient 90p 1750-1850 50p

1925-75 Inf. Act. 50p

1925-50 Armour/lnf. 85p

REFERENCE BOOKS

Armies of Macedonian/PunIc Wars £1.30

Armies and Enemies of Imperial
Rome £1.75

Warfleets of Antiquity £1.90
Setting up a Wargames Cam

paign £1.60

All the above books are extremely
detailed and the result, of extensive
research

TRADITION 25mm WARGAME

FIGURES
The very latest issues In this fast expanding rangel

NAPOLEONIC

BRUNSWICK JAEGERS

NFBR 17 Officer advancing

NFBR 20 Private marching

NFBR 21 Private adv. at ready
NFBR 23 Private firing

COLONIAL
GURKHAS

C0FG1 Off. pointing pistol
C0FG2 Prvt^ kneeling firing
C0FG3 Prvt. standing firing
CQFG4 Prvt. advancing

ANCIENT CAVALRY
ROMANS
ARC1 Heavy Cavalry charging
ARC2 Medium Cavalry at rest
ARC3 Flavian Horse Archer at

rest

ARC4 Late Roman Heavy
Cavalry at rest

ARCS Late Roman Light
Cavalry at rest

ARC6 Late Roman Horse
Archer firing bow

GAULS (Mounted)
AGC1 Gaul (spired helmet)

charging
AGC2 Gaul (winged helmet)

charging
MANY MORE FIGURES

IN PREPARATION
Prices

Foot Figures 9p
Mounted Figures 20p

bAMMING
25 mm Wargame figures

INDIAN REGULARS iviMivr rviunc riounto
^  . IN PREPARATIONC0FI1 Off. pointing pistol Prices

C0FI2 Prvt. kneeling firing Foot Figures 9p
C0F13 Prvt. standing firing Mounted Figures 20p
C0F14 Frvt. advancing

FULL CATALOGUE OF FIGURES COVERING NAPOLEONIC, ACW,
AMERICAN WAR OF INDEF., SEVEN YEARS WAR, Etc., Etc. 25p.

STADDEN 54mm FIGURES
A further selection from this magnificent range. Over 20 years of
expertise, skill and experience made available to you either unpalnted

or painted

ANCIENTS KNF 17 Trooper Polish Lancers
KA7 Roman legionary with shield KNF 23 Trumpeter Empress
and Pilum Dragoons

FIRST WORLD WAR
Shield y Frenrh Infanfrv PFiuato

KKl H

KNF 17 Trooper Polish Lancers
KNF 23 Trumpeter Empress
Dragoons

FIRST WORLD WAR
KWI 2 French Infantry Privateenry V with shield, strik

ing with axe
KK2 Joan of Arc, bare headed

with sword
KK7 Knight with Saracen-head
Crest with axe

NAPOLEONIC WARS
KNB 10 Officer Dragoon Guards,
levee dress (bicorne)

KNB 15 Officer Hussars 1807
(mirleton cap)

KNB 16 Officer Hussars 1807
(cocked hat)

KNB 34 Highland Private (kilt
and bonnet)

KNF 6 Officer French Imperial
Guard Grenadiers

(steel helmet)
KWI 3 French Infantry trumpeter

(steel helmet)
K\VI 5 British infantry Private
(Goatskin Jerkin/helmet)

GERMANY THIRD REICH
KGR 2 SS.VT. Drum Major
KGRS 4 SS. Standard Bearer

AMERICAN INDIANS
KUS 15 Indian Scout (breech

clout)
KAI 26 Huron Indian (leggings,
musket)

PRICES

Unpalnted Painted
Foot Figures £1.25 £5.50
Standard Bearers £2.50 £7.50

'MODEL SOLDIERS'
-—38 pages packed with full colour photographs of STADD^
54mm figures. Large format covers all periods £1.50.

MODEL MILITAIRE FLAGS
Self Adhesive Flags 25mm scale - save time and achieve
perfect results. 35p per sheet of 12 flags In full colour.
NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
RI/1 British 1st Gds., 1st, 4th, 23rd, 30th, 92nd foot.
RI/2 British 2nd Gds., 3rd, 14th, 27th, 40th, 52nd foot.
RI/10 Prussian Infantry
RI/14 French Line Infantry.
RI/20 Russian Infantry.

* CATALOGUES *
PETER KEMPLAY comprehensive mail order catalogue, over
60 pages, many Illustrations, listing all Stadden figures,
Cameron, Lamming, Tradition, Model Milltaire, Guardhouse,
Hlnchliffe kits, numerous books, prints, paints, etc. 50p
post free (USA $2.50 by air).

Also: Separate Lamming list 15p
Separate Tradition 25 mm 15p
Historex (col.) catalogue ^p
Rose Catalogue (col.) 75p

WORLD-WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE — most'makes of figures,
Almark, Osprey, Funcken, Biandford books, Lasset, Series 77, etc.

Trade Enquiries Welcome For:
STADDEN, LAMMING, MODEL MILiTAiRE, GUARDHOUSE.

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
Mall Order Instructions: MIn. order 50p. Postage: under £5-10%
(min. lOp) over £5-5%. Overseas: Mln. order £3 except catalogues).

Postage at cost

LATEST RELEASES
MEDIEVAL
MF/9 Foot Soldier - choice of pole-axe or
crossbow (Attacking)

MF/10 Foot Soldier with Halberd (at
ease)

MF/11 Knight on foot with mace/shleid
Basinet with open visor (Defensive
position)

Bag of assorted Medieval Weapons -
Halberd, Falchion, Axe, Morning Star,
Short Sword, Long Sword.
ANCIENTS
AN/1 Nubian Archer
AN/2 Nubian Officer sword/shieid
AND A REMINDER OF OTHER RECENT
RELEASES:-

ANCIENT
AE/S Egyptian with spear
AE/6 Egyptian with bow
AE/V Egyptian officer
AA/3 Assyrian with sUng
AA/4 Assyrian with bow
AA/5 Assyrian with spear
Egyptian War Chariot
Pharaoh's War Chariot
Assyrian War Chariot
MEDIEVAL
Foot

r MF/1 Knight with sword/shleld
MF/2 Archer
MF/3 Pikeman
MF/4 Man-at-Apms — Halberd
MF/5 Knight with shield/axe
MF/8 Geonese-Crossbowman
Mounted (simple kit form)
MC/1 Knight with sword
MC/2 Knight with battieaxe
MC/3 Black Prince
MC/4 Knight with lance
Prices
Foot Figures lOp
Mounted Knights 25p
Chariots 66p
Bag Weapons lOp
Catalogue 15p

THANK YOU -
'  to all our customers who patiently

waited for goods during the 3-day
week period. Now that things are
back to normal we have been able
to speed up deliveries enormously.

PRICE CHANGES
As customers will readily appreciate,
ever Increasing costs inevitably mean
higher prices. As far as possible we
shall keep these to a minimum.



LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1
Telephone 01-734 1352

We are the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Made in 30 mm, 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.

Most other leading makes of metal and plastic figures also in stock, plus large selection of
'Britains', 'Elastolin' and other rare historical figures.

'Tradition' magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur:

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt olates, hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, uniforms and paintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit to our showrooms is a must. Open six days a week.
Mon., Tues., Wed. and Fri. 9-6
Thursday 9-7
Saturday 9-5

If you are unable to visit us, the following catalogues are available:
Stadden 30 mm master list-20p
Stadden 54 mm master list - 35p

'Tradition' book of Model Soldiers -£1.65 (post free)

'  SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY, FRAMLINGHAM, WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

Tel: Framlingham 723708

^Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request. ^

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT
CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMING NEEDS

On 1st March, TRADITION, London's leading dealers in militaria and model soldiers, moved into WARGAMING.
Our staff, wargamers themselves, are always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from the leading manufacturers listed below, we also stock many
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figures, A.F.V.s and equipment by:
HINCHLIFFE, AIRFIX, FUJIMI, etc.

Rules by:

W.R.G., L.W.S., etc.

Books by:

DON FEATHERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT, TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOUNG, ALMARK,
PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints etc by:
BELLONA, AIRFIX, MIERIT, HUMBROL, etc.

MAIL ORDERS

We regret we are unable to accept mail orders for under £3.00
Please add 10% for postage on all mail orders.
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Ark Royal. Royal Navy hero o! so many early wartime battles at sea,
and the ship which the enemy claimed so many times to have sunk.
The superbly detailed Airfix kit is complete with planes and full
armament.

Lancaster. This big R.A.F. bomber was the most outstanding of all
Allied World War II bombers, and spearheaded countless mass raids
over enemy territory. It makes a really magnificent Airfix modei with
17 inch wingspani

8th Army figures. Heroes of the North African campaign against
Rommel, the 'Desert Rats' achieved their greatest triumph at
Ei Alamein. A terrific 48-piece set from Airfix.

^ A

'M

i

Churchill Tank. A mighty 40 ton warrior, the Churchiil tank took part in
many actions following the D. Day landings in 1944. Build it with Airfix I

1/24th scale HURRICANE Mk.1.

During the Second World War the Hawker
Hurricane, powered by a Rolls Royce Merlin
1 11 engine, proved to be one of the toughest
and most reliable fighter aircraft in service.
Now you can build it with a great new highly
detailed 1 /24th scale kit from Airfix.

CONSTRUCTION KITS
Just like the real thing I

Get Airfix kits from toy
shops, model shops

and F. W. Woolworth -

ask for the big new
catalogue. Look out,
too, for the Airfix

Magazine, 15p monthiy,

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


